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Kurzfassung 
Die spektroskopischen Eigenschaften der gerade-gerade Isotone mit N=82 und 
Z=60~68, insbesondere des Kerns 1:~Gd82 , sind innerhalb der Quasiteilchen-
Randam-Phase-Näherung (QRPA) untersucht worden. Die effektive Teilchen-Loch-
und Teilchen-Teilchen- Wechselwirkung werden getrennt betrachtet. 
Sowohl in der QRPA- als auch in der BCS-Gleichung haben wir eine dichteab-
hängige Wechselwirkung der Reichweit~ Null benutzt. 
Für die Teilchen-Loch-Kraft haben wir eine verallgemeinerte Wechselwirkung be-
nutzt, die außer der Landau-Migdalschen Kraft auch explizit die Beiträge des 
Ein-Boson-Austauschpotentials enthält. 
Da dieses die erste Arbeit ist, in der derartige Kräfte benutzt werden, um 
sowohl elektrische als auch magnetische Kerneigenschaften zu beschreiben, 
haben wir eine neue Kraftparametrisierung eingeführt. Um sicher zu gehen, daß 
unsere Parametrisierung in verschiedenen Regionen der Nuklidkarte gilt, haben 
wir dieselben Rechnungen auch für die Kerne 88sr und 90zr durchgeführt. 
Dieses sind die ersten Rechnungen, die das ganze Niveauschema von 146 Gd bis zu 
4 MeV, einschließlich sowohl vorwiegend kollektiver Niveaus als auch der mehr 
reinen Teilchen-Loch-Hochspin-Anregungen, reproduzieren können. 
Innerhalb unseres Formalismus ist es möglich auch die Kerneigenschaften der 
N=82 gerade-gerade Isotone um 146 Gd zu berechnen. Die Resultate für 142Nd, 
144S 148D d 150E . . t Ob . t' 't d . t 11 m, y un r ze1gen e1ne gu e ere1ns 1mmung m1 en exper1men e en 
Daten, jedoch weisen sie, im Gegensatz zu 146Gd~ bezüglich der gemessenen Zu-
stände eine systematische Verschiebung der angeregten Niveaus zu höheren 
Energien auf. Dieser Effekt läßt sich durch die einfache Struktur der effektiven 
Teilchen-Teilchen-Wechselwirkung (dichteabhängige o-Kraft) erklären. 
Abstract 
The spectroscopic properties of the even-even N=82 isotones with Z=60~68, with 
special attention to the nucleus 1 ci~Gd82 , have been investigated in the framewerk 
of the Quasiparticle Randam-Phase Approximation (QRPA). The particle-hole and the 
particle-particle effective interaction are considered separately. 
In the QRPA- as well as in the BCS-equation we have used a density-dependent 
zero-range interaction. For the particle-hole force we have made use of a 
generalized interaction which includes, in addition to the zero-range terms of 
the Landau-Migdal force, also explicitly the contributions of the one-pion and 
one-rho exchange potential. This being the first work where this kind of force 
is used to describe both eletric and magnetic nuclear properties, it has been 
necessary to introduce a new parameterization of the force. To make sure that 
our parametrization is valid in different regions of the periodic table, we have 
performed the same kind of calculations also for the nuclei 88sr and 90zr. These 
are the first calculations which can reproduce simultaneously the full level 
scheme of 146Gd up to 4 MeV including both predominantly collective levels as well 
as the more pure particle-hole excitations with higher spin. 
Within our formalism it has been possible to calculate also the nuclear properties 
of the even-even N=82 isotones araund 146Gd. The results concerning 142Nd, 144sm, 
148
oy and 150Er show a good agreement with the experimental data, however they 
exhibit, unlike 146Gd, a systematic upward shift of the excited levels with respect 
to the observed states. We ascribe this effect to the semplicity of our choice 
for the particle-particle interaction, which is a density-dependent ö-force. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In recent years there have been extensive investigations of the region around 
1~~Gd 82 because of the apparent doubly-closed shell behaviour of this nucleus. 
The first experimental works on 146Gd and the neighbouring nuclei appeared at 
the beginning of the seventies (Kow72,Kri73), but they suggested the assign-
ment of spin and parity 2+ to the first excited state at 1579 keV, which led 
to wrang interpretations of the energy level spectra. 
In the following years no special interest was focused on this region of the 
periodic table, but this changed intensely when P. Kleinheinz (Klz78a} estab-
lished Jn = 3- for the first excited states, characterizing 146Gd as the only 
doubly-even nucleus besides 208Pb showing this feature. Furthermore it was 
found {Klz78b) that the 3- level in 146Gd has an unusually large E3 transition 
strength to the ground state, comparable to the corresponding value found in 
208pb and indicating a strong collectivity. The subsequent identification of 
the first 2+ state at 1971 keV (Oga78), i.e. 300 keV higher than in any other 
N=82 nucleus, was interpreted as spectroscopic evidence for a pronounced ener-
gy gap in the single-particle spectrum at Z=64 between the 2d512 and the 
lh 1112 proton orbitals. 
These conclusions have stimulated a series of systematic nuclear structure 
studies for the nuclei araund 146Gd. The data on the four one-valence-nucleon 
nuclei 145Eu (Wil71), 145Gd (Pak82), 147Tb (Brd79,Nag81}, and 147Gd {Sty81, 
Pii82) are the principal sources of information on the single-particle ener-
gies above and below Z=64 and N=82. Studies of proton and neutron particle-
hole excitations in 146Gd (Klz79,Sty81) indicate that the proton and the neu-
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tron gaps are about equally large (even though they are smaller than in 
208Pb). A number of additional recent experimental investigations of nuclei in 
the close vicinity of 146Gd have now provided unusually' complete nuclear 
structure information for this region. These new experimental results have 
greatly increased the interest in these nuclei and gave rise to intense theo-
retical studies of the nuclear region araund Z=64 and N=82. 
We give in the following a brief outline of the theoretical studies concerning 
the A- 146 mass region, and particularly the doubly-even nucleus 146Gd. 
In an early paper by Goodman (Goo79) it was pointed out that spherical Har-
tree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) calculations performed for Z=64 and for N=82 even 
mass nuclei do not produce any proton shell closure in 146Gd. 
The same theory, i.e. the HFB theory, was used in (Plo79) to describe the 
high-spin non-collective configurations in the N=82 region. However, from 
these calculations only a description of the yrast levels with I ~ 5 of the 
nucleus 146Gd between 3 and 9 MeV is obtained, while the low-lying collective 
states cannot be described by this formalism. 
In (D~s81) the yrast spectroscopy in the 146Gd region is discussed in the 
framework of the deformed independent-particle model, with empirically based 
spherical single-particle energies and pairing correlations treated in the 
BCS-approximation. The results obtained for the high-spin yrast levels are 
good, but there are appreciable discrepancies between the measured and the 
calculated energies in the lower part of the yrast lines, which cannot be re-
produced in detail within this model. 
Similarly, recent calculations by Dudek et al. (Dud82) also give a satisfacto-
ry description of the high-spin states in 146Gd. These calculations are per-
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formed optimizing a Woods-Saxon single-particle potential and taking into ac-
count pairing correlations for protons. 
Also Chasman has carried out a number of theoretical studies on nuclei in the 
146Gd region using the projected quasiparticle formalism. In a first paper 
(Cha80) the proton single-particle level spacings near Z=64 were deduced from 
the analysis of the low-lying levels in 145Eu and of the 146Gd proton par-
ticle-hole states, using the configuration assignment given in the original 
experimental work (Klz79). From these results high-spin states in 144sm, 146Gd 
and 148oy have been calculated. Subsequently (Cha81,Cha82) also the neutron 
single-particle spectrum has been obtained and was used, tagether with the em-
pirical proton single-particle energies, to calculate the excitation energies 
of aligned states in the Dy isotopes and of high-spin states in other nuclei 
in the A ~ 150 mass region. In a later work (Cha83) also excitation energies 
of spherical and deformed high-spin states in 147Gd, E2 transition probabili-
ties for several N=82 isotones as well as the o+ excited state spectra in 
146Gd and 144sm have b.een calculated. 
Summarizing we can say that, from the theoretical point of view, there are up 
to now no calculations which can simultaneously encompass the full level 
scheme of the nucleus 146Gd, including both the predominantly collective lev-
els as well as the more pure particle-hole excitations with higher spin. 
In this thesis we intend to study the spectroscopic properties, viz. the exci-
tation energies and the electric and magnetic transition probabilities, of the 
spherical even-even N=82 isotones in the rare-earth region between mass num-
bers A = 142~150, paying particular attention to the nucleus 1~~Gd 82 • Weshall 
compare our results with the experimental data achieved in the last years. The 
theory we will use for this study is the Quasiparticle Randam-Phase Approxima-
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tion (QRPA), which gives the possibility to treat collective and non-collec-
tive states of closed subshell nuclei within the same framework. Our choice 
has been suggested by the fact that, even though there are some similarities 
between 146Gd and the doubly-magic nucleus 208Pb, there exists however a qual-
itative difference between them: while the Z=82 and N=126 energy gaps are 
large enough to make negligible the nuclear pairing effect, the Z=64 gap is 
significantly smaller and consequently a relatively strong effect of proton 
pairing is present in the nucleus 146Gd. This is manifest already from the 
early (3He,d) transfer studies (Wi171) and is discussed in more detail in 
(Klz79,Blo83a). 
Using the well-known normal RPA-approximation, the vibrational excitations in 
Fermi systems, i.e. systems where the particles occupy the levels below the 
Fermi energy, while those above are empty, can be described as a Superposition 
of elementary excitations of particle-hole character. 
In the more refined theory of Finite Fermi Systems (FFS) (Mig67,Kle70,Spe77) 
instead of particles and holes one has to deal with quasiparticles and quasi-
holes (in the Migdal sense), i.e. particles and holes due to the interaction 
with the other particles and holes are surrounded by a polarization cloud. The 
resulting equations of motion are formally identical to the RPA, the interac-
tion being replaced by an effective interaction which is assumed to be densi-
ty-dependent. 
In the case of semi-magic nuclei the elementary excitations, due to the smear-
ing out of the Fermi surface, are no langer particles (holes) or quasipar-
ticles (quasiholes) in the Migdal sense, but they are approximately a Superpo-
sition of particle- and hole-type excitations, the Bogoliubov quasiparticles 
(Bog58a,Bog58b). The equations derived for this kind of systems are known as 
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QRPA-equations. They can be obtained either linearizing the equations of mo-
tion (Bar60,Bel65) or using the Green•s function formalism (Bir68,Kam69). Re-
cently Zawischa et al. (Zaw78) have shown how the QRPA-equations can be renor-
malized in the Landau-Migdal sense. 
The ground state of a closed-subshell nucleus, for which the pairing effect 
plays a significant role, corresponds to the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) 
ground states and is characterized through the quasiparticle energies and the 
occupation probabilities of the single orbits. 
We shall calculate the BCS-wave functions from a Woods-Saxon potential using a 
large single-particle basis and assuming pairing correlations between like nu-
cleons only, because we consider single-closed-shell nuclei. The BCS-equations 
will be solved using a realistic pairing force like a density-dependent ö-
force. The same force will be used as residual particle-particle interaction 
in the solution of the QRPA~equations. 
As for the residual particle-hole interaction we will consider, in addition to 
a density-dependent zero-range force of Migdal type, also explicitly the fi-
nite-range contribution due to the one-pion and one-rho exchange potentials. 
Up to now the finite-range force has been used only to describe magnetic prop-
erties of doubly-magic nuclei (Bäc80,Spe80,Wam80). We will apply it to the de-
scription of both electric and magnetic properties of semi-magic nuclei in the 
framewerk of the QRPA-theory. 
We will first explain in Chapter II the formalism used to describe low-energy 
spectra of single-closed-shell nuclei, which consists in the application of 
the QRPA-theory after the solution of the BCS-equations. 
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In Chapter III we shall present the details of our calculations. 
The results of the application of the QRPA-approximation on the study of the 
spectroscopic properties of the nucleus 146Gd and of the neighbouring N=82 
isotones 142Nd, 144sm, 148oy and 150Er will be the subject of Chapter IV. In 
the last part of this chapter the validity of the parametrization of the 
force, which is proposed for the first time in this work, will be checked for 
other two single-closed-shell nuclei, i.e. BBsr and 90zr. 
The conclusions will follow in Chapter V. 
2.1 General remarks 
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CHAPTER li 
FORMAL ISM 
In chapter I we have already pointed out the reason why the model we use to 
describe low energy spectra of single-closed shell nuclei is the QRPA. In the 
framework of this theory the correlations due to the short-range part of the 
nucleon-nucleon interaction, the so-called pairing correlations, which become 
very important when we move away from the closed shells, are taken into ac-
count approximately. In fact, the field produced by the pairing force in the 
BCS-theory plays a role completely analogaus to the mean-field in the Hartree-
Fock theory. Since there exist rather complete descriptions of the method of 
dealing with pairing correlations in nuclear systems (Bel59, Kis60, Kis63), we 
limit ourselves to a brief discussion of the procedure in order to define the 
various quantities we will use later an. Because we are going to consider sin-
gle-closed shell nuclei, we take into account the pairing correlations between 
like nucleons only. 
2.2 BCS-approximation 
The ground state of an independent particle system, as in the nuclear shell 
model, corresponds to filling of the single-particle levels with a sharp cut-
off at the Fermi energy. 
In the presence of the pairing correlations some of the particles are excited 
from the occupied single-particle levels to the unoccupied ones. The ground 
state of such a system corresponds to a particle distribution which is contin-
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uous across the· Fermi surface, whi 1 e in the norma 1 systems there i s a di scon-
tinuity (see Fig. 1). The change from a system of independent particles to one 
where the 11 new .. particles, which we call 11 quasiparticles 11 and which are super-
positions of particles and holes, is carried out using the Bogoliubov-Valatin 
transformation (Bog58a, Bog58b, Val58). Here one defines the quasiparticle 
creation and annihilation operators 
+ 
+ 
a , a in terms of the corresponding par-
a a 
ticle operators a , a : 
<l <l 
(2.1) 
where v and u are real numbers and satisfy the relation: 
a a 
2 2 
V + U = 1 , 
a a 
( 2. 2) 
thereby preserving the Fermi anticommutation relations: 
+ 
{ aa' aß} = 0aß 
( 2. 3) 
{aa,aß} = { + + aa,aß} = 0 
The index a indicates the state Jn ~ j m > and ä the time-reversed one: 
a a a a 
j +m 
=(-)a aJn~j-m> 
Cl Cl Cl Cl 
(2.4) 
In our notation a Latin subscript (e.g., a) stands for all the quantum numbers 
of the corresponding Greek subscript (e.g., a), except the z-projection m of 
Cl 
j . 
Cl 
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The transition from a system of independent particles to a system of indepen-
dent quasiparticles corresponds to a change from a system with fixed number of 
particle N to one where N is no langer a good quantum number. The ground state 
of the new system, the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) quasiparticle vacuum 
(Bad57), is expressed in terms of a product of quasiparticle states: 
IBCS> = II 
a>O 
+ + (u +v a a ) I 0> 
a a a -
a 
(2. 5) 
where a>O means that the product is carried out only for positive values of 
angular momentum projection m and 10> indicates the bare particle vacuum. 
a 
In order to specify the BCS wave functions one needs to know the occupation 
probabilities v and u • They are determined by the two BCS-equations (Row70), 
a a 
that for spherical nuclei can be written in the following angular momentum 
coupled form: 
(2.6) 
(2. 7) 
Here Ais the chemical potential, ja is the total angular momentum, ea is the 
single-particle (shell-model) energy, and 6a is the gap parameter. The energy 
of the quasiparticle is given as: 
(2.8) 
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The equations (2.6) and (2.7) have tobe solved simultaneously and the itera-
tive method we use for that is explained in Appendix A. 
From the solutions A and ß , one obtains the occupation coefficients: 
a 
These two equations can be combined to the relation: 
2.3 Density matrix approach 
( 2. 9) 
(2.10) 
The generalization of the RPA in which the pairing correlations are taken into 
account is called the quasiparticle RPA (QRPA). Here the elementary excita-
tions of the nucleus are approximated by a Superposition of two quasiparticle 
states. 
The corresponding equations can be derived in different ways: Baranger (Bar60) 
linearized the equations of motion to obtain the QRPA. Birbrair (Bir68) and 
Kamerdzhiev (Kam69) used the Green's function formalism making explicit the 
difference between effective particle-particle and particle-hole interaction. 
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Abrief outline of the Green•s function fonmalism (Mig67,Bir68,Zaw78,Sch81) is 
given in Appendix B. It is shown there that, except for contributions from re-
normalization, the following transition density matrices result as solution of 
eigenvalue equations with the particle-particle and particle-hole amplitudes 
as interaction kernels (eq. (B.lO) and Fig. 2): 
ÜlJ + x __ = <A,Oia_a_IA,lJ> 
ßa a ß 
~Oll = <A,Oia a IA+2,lJ> ~ <A-2,0Ja a IA,lJ> 
~ Öa Öa 
(2.11) 
The matrix elements of the effective particle-hole and particle-particle in-
teraction which enter into eq. (B.lO) are represented graphically in Fig. 3. 
The matrix elements of the particle-hole interaction Fph and of the particle-
particle one FPP are connected in the following way (Boh69, p. 374): 
(2.12) 
In Appendix C it is shown that using the symmetry properties of FPh and FPP 
(B.ll)-{B.13) and the angular momentum algebra (Ros57), the equations (B.lO) 
for the density matrices, written in the total angular momentum coupled repre-
sentation, hold exactly the same form. 
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From now on we will omit the index J, introduced in Appendix C to indicate the 
total angular momentum coupled representation, by keeping in mind that we are 
working with coupled quantities. 
2.4 Derivation of the QRPA-equations 
The QRPA-equations can be simplified by the introduction of the following lin-
ear combinations of the density matrices: 
± 1 ( Üj.l 
Xab = 2 Xab -Üj.l) ± Xab 
± :i:ÜJ.l) 
"'ab 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
where here and in the following all quantities areangular momentum coupled. 
In the same way we introduce linear combinations of particle-hole matrix ele-
ments: 
j +jb+J+1 ph 
± (-) a Fabdc) (2.15) 
In addition we define: 
± 
nab = ua vb±v a ub (2.16) 
+ ~~b = uaub+va vb (2.17) 
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+ + The equations for the new amplitudes x~b and '~b follow from the corresponding 
equations (B.10} in Straightforward way: 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
+ + 
Dividing eq. (2.18) by n~bll+oab'and eq. (2.19) by ~~bll+oab', one can immedi-
ately see that the right hand sides of these equations are pairwise identical 
but opposite in sign. Therefore only one pair of those equations is indepen-
dent. 
+ It is convenient to introduce the amplitudes Z~b defined as: 
+ '~b (2.20) 
At last we define the particle-hole and the particle-particle effective inter-
actions as: 
(2.21) 
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(2.22) 
Inserting the relations (2.20)-(2.22) in eq. (2.18), or (2.19) respectively, 
we obtain the QRPA equations in the usual form (Bir68,Zaw78): 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
The normalization condition for the eigenvectors z;b and Z~b' solutions of 
eqs. (2.23) and (2.24) read (see Appendix D, eq. (D.8)): 
• 
2 ' {(zJ+)*zJ'- (zJ-)*zJ'+} L ab ab + ab ab = 0 JJ • 
a;;,b 
(2.25) 
3.1 Single-particle basis 
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CHAPTER 111 
NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS 
The single-particle wave functions and the corresponding energies are deduced 
from a one-body potential of the Woods-Saxon type. This potential is composed 
of a spin-independent central term, a spin-orbit coupling one and, only for 
protons, a repulsive electrostatic potential Vcoul' generated from a uniform 
charge distribution with radius Rcoul: 
V(r) v o 1i
2 t·s d 1 (r-R
0
)/a
0 
->-so 22 ~ dr [--.(-r=-:-R::-...-)/~a-] + VCoul (r) 
1 +e m c 1 +e so so 
( 3. 1) 
where Vcoul is defined as: 
Ze2 2 
.......--[3-(R r ) ] 2Rcoul Coul for r .; Rcoul 
V Cou 1 ( r) = ( 3. 2) 
- r 
for r > Re 
V0 is the depth of the potential, a0 and a50 are the central and spin-orbit 
diffuseness parameters, R0 , Rso and Rcoul are the radii, m is the nucleon mass 
(average between proton and neutron) and >. is a positive dimensionless pa-
so 
rameter, characterizing the strength of the spin-orbit coupling. 
The potential (3.1) gives radial wave functions R .(r) which depend not only 
n.tJ 
on the orbital angular momentum .t but also on the total angular momentum 
j = !.±1/2. 
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For numerical reasons we expand the eigenfunctions in terms of harmonic oscil-
lator wave functions R05 c(r) (Blo59,Kle70): 
nt 
M 
= l: 
m=1 
where a (ntj) are the expansion coefficients and: 
m 
/ 2 
n-1 (-)v(r/b)2v+R. -r2/2b2 
= b3 (n-1)!r(n+t+1/2) v~O r(v+t+3/2)v!(n-v-1)! e 
(3.3) 
( 3. 4) 
IT. 112 with n = 1,2,3, ••• , where b = -- 1s the oscillator constant, L1+1 are the mw n-
generalized Laguerre polynomials of order (n-1) and r the Gamma function. 
The coefficients a (nR.j) are determined by diagonalizing the Woods-Saxon 
m 
Hamiltonian in the oscillator basis. Since this Hamiltonian is already diago-
nal in R. and j, the problern decomposes in diagonalizations within the sub-
spaces of the partial waves (1,j): 
(3.5) 
The dimension of the subspaces necessary for sufficient accuracy is found by 
comparing the approximate solutions (3.3) with the respective values of the 
11 exact 11 solutions of the differential equations as e.g. given by Blomqvist and 
Wahlborn (Blo59). 
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It turnsout that N=15 oscillator shells are sufficient for heavy nuclei (and 
corresponding fewer for light ones) determining the quantities M by: 
R. 
N = 2M +t-1 R. (3.6) 
This method automatically provides also a discretization of the continuum. In 
(B1o59) the parameters of the potential (3.1) are chosen in order to reproduce 
the experimental single-particle spectra in the lead region as well as possi-
ble. 
In the· present calculations, once the values of the radii of the considered 
nucleus A have been 11 extrapolated 11 from those of 208pb using the relation: 
R(A) = R(208) ( 2~8 ) 1 1 3 (3. 7) 
the potential depths are fixed in such a way that the chemical potentials are 
reproduced. 
+ The chemical potential A- can be calculated from the experimentally known Se-
paration energies E0 of the nucleus A and of its odd mass neighbouring nuclei, 
which are given in the Atomic Mass Table (Wap77), in the following way: 
(3.8) 
Ak- = E (A,K)-E (A-l,K-1) 0 0 
where the index k indicates proton or neutron and, correspondingly, K is Z or 
N. 
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The oscillator constant b is determined from the relation (Bru77): 
b = 1.00 A1/ 6 fm (3.9) 
For the nuclei we are going to consider, we give in Table 1 the values of the 
Woods-Saxon parameters and of the quantities Ak = t (At+Ak). 
For comparison we also show the corresponding values for 208pb used in 
(Rik78). 
The model space we use in the present calculations includes single-particle 
levels of three shells above and below the Fermi energy. 
The single-particle energies obtained from the Woods-Saxon diagonalization are 
given in Tables 2, 3, 4 respectively for 88sr, 90zr and 146Gd. As far as pos-
sible, we use in the present calculation the experimental values. 
3.2 The effective interaction 
For the solution of the QRPA-equations (2.23) and (2.24) we need to specify 
the two-body residual interactions Fph and FPP. For FPh we use a generalized 
particle-hole interaction which includes, in addition to the zero-range terms 
of the Landau-Migdal theory, also explicitly the contributions of the one-pion 
and one-rho exchange potential. 
The density-dependent zero-range force of Migdal type has the following ex-
pression: 
Fph (+ +,) = Mig r,r (3.10) 
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+ + 
where a and T are the spin and isospin operators for the nucleons. c0 is the 
inverse of the density of states at the Fermi surface and makes dimensionless 
the parameters f 0 , f~, g0 and g~. Fora noninteracting Fermi gas one gets: 
( 3. 11) 
Taking r0 = 1.2 fm and EF = 40 MeV one obtains C0 = 386 MeV fm 3• The density 
dependence of the force parameters is introduced to account for the finite 
size of the nucleus: 
f(p(r)) = EJ!l fin + [1 - Ei!l] fex p(O) p(O) (3.12) 
where p(O) is the density at ~he center of the nucleus and: 
p(r) = p(O) 
1 +e (r-R )/ a 
(3.13) 
is the density distribution. The radius R and the diffuseness a are of the ar-
der of the nuclear radius and of the thickness of the nuclear surface. We 
take a = 0.60 fm and R = 1.2 A1/ 3 fm. 
The Migdal force has been widely and successfully used to calculate low-lying 
collective spectra within the framework of the RPA-theory (Rin74,Kle70,Spe77). 
In Table 5 we give the parameters which have been used by Rinker and Speth 
(Rik78). This force shows strong attraction outside the nucleus and is very 
weak inside. In this approach only the parameter f0 depends on the density. 
In connection with pion condensation Migdal (Mig74) suggested that the one-
pion exchange potential should be included explicitly in the particle-hole an-
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satz. Baym and Brown argued (Bay75) that one has to consider also the one-rho 
exchange potential in order to reduce the strong tensor force of the one-pion 
exchange. 
The finite-range force has been· used in the calculation of magnetic properties 
of nuclei (Spe80) and of isoscalar collective spin states (Wam80) and in the 
analysis of the Pauli principle sum rule for the Landau parameters (Bac80). 
In the momentum space the one-pion exchange potential is given as: 
(3.14) 
where q is the momentum transfer, m c2 =138 MeV is the pion mass and t 2 = 0.08 
n . n 
is the pion-nucleon coupling constant. For the reason mentioned above we also 
included the contribution due to the exchange of the p-meson: 
V ( q) p 
4nf2.n 3 p ++I 
- - __,2~- 1" •• 
m c p 
+ + + + 
( (J 1 xq ) ( (J 2 xq ) 
2 2 q +m p 
with m c2 = 770 MeV and t 2 = 4.86. p p 
(3.15) 
We give in Appendix E the complete expression of the particle-hole interaction 
FPh, obtained by adding to the density-dependent zero-range force (3.10) the 
one-pion and one-rho exchangepotential (3.14) and (3.15): 
Fph + F + F Mig 1r p (3.16) 
In the second line of Table 5 we give the set of parameters of the particle-
hole force (E.l5) used in the actual calculations. We postpone the discussion 
about them to section 4.3. 
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Analogously to the zero-range part of the particle-hole interaction, the par-
ticle-particle interaction FPP is chosen as a density-dependent ö-force: 
a 
Fpp( + ••) C h( ) 1-P (+ •.) r,r = 
0 
1: r r p -r-v - for T=1 
(3.17) 
for T=O 
--
1
-ttt •d • 1· s the sp1· n-where the T=O case never occurs in our work and where pa z -
exchange operator. 
We choose for the force parameter h(p) the same density-dependence as given in 
(3.12). The rMtrix elements of a ö-function interaction between particle-par-
ticle states are given in Appendix F. The choice of the force parameters hin 
and hex will be discussed in the next paragraph. 
3.3 Solution of the gap-eguation with realistic forces 
For solving the QRPA-equations (2.23) and (2.24) we also need the quasipar-
ticle energies Ea and the occupation probabilities va and ua. Wehaveseen in 
section 2.2 that these quantities follow from the BCS-equations (2.6) and 
(2.7). 
Usually the gap-equation has been solved using a schematic pairing force, the 
matrix elements of which are constant: 
(3.18) 
where G is the so-called pairing constant. 
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The angular momentum coupled matrix elements are: 
Fpai r = -G / (2ja+1)(2jb+l) 
aabb 
and thereby eq. (2.6) gets the form: 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
Using this schematic force, the gap ~ is the same for all single-particle lev-
els. 
In the actual calculation, however, we use the density-dependent zero-range 
force defined in eq. (3.17). Since the matrix elementsofFpair are no langer 
constant, the solution of the system of eqs. (2.6) provides us with a gap ~a 
different for every single-particle level a. 
The force parameters hin and hex are fixed for the various regions of the pe-
riodie table in such a way that the calculated quasiparticle energies agree 
with the experimental ones. For comparison we also perform the calculations 
using the schematic pairing force (3.19). In Table 6 we give the values of the 
parameters hin and hex, which we have chosen for our calculations and the cor-
responding values of the pairing constant G. The comparison between experimen-
tal values and calculated ones is done for the quantities o obtained from p,n 
the chemical potentials A; and Ak (3.8) in the following way: 
oP 
+ -
= A -A p p 
(3.21) 
0 = A+-A-n n n 
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where p(n) stands for proton (neutron). 
The gap-equati?n is solved in a model space which includes three shells below 
and three above the Fermi surface. The values we obtain for the gaps 6 and 
a 
the corresponding quasiparticle energies Ea = ;f (Ea-A) 2+6! are given for 88sr, 
90zr and 146Gd in Tables 7, 8, 9 and the comparison with the experimental val-
ues is shown in Figs. 4, 5, 6. 
We used in the QRPA-equations the same particle-particle interaction as we 
used for the gap-equation. This guarantees that the spurious o+ states are at 
zero energy. 
3.4 Transition probabilities 
All the quantities which enter in the solution of the QRPA-equations (2.23) 
and (2.24) now are specified. 
Rewriting those equations in the form (0.3): 
C+Z+ = wZ 
C-z- = wZ+ 
one gets the final form: 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
The dimension of the matrix (c-c+) is determined by the number of two-quasi-
particle configurations, which is the sum of the particle-hole, particle-par-
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ticle and hole-hole configurations, that contribute to the excited state J~. 
It is obvious that one gets very large dimensions (for the 2+ in 146Gd they 
are: 322x322). As the particle-particle and the hole-hole pairs are important 
only close to the Fermi energy, we reduce the dimensions by neglecting all the 
particle-particle and hole-hole configurations which have two-quasiparticle 
energy (Ea+Eb) > 10 MeV (for the 2+ in 146Gd the dimensions become 170xl70). 
The diagonalization of the real matrix (c-c+) is carried out using a routine 
of the IMSL-library, which computes the eigenvalues w2 and the eigenvectors 
z+. z- can be immediately calculated using (3.22). 
The reduced transition matrix elements of a one-body operator oJ is given by: 
(3.25) 
The parameter T is +1 for electric and -1 for magnetic operators. 
The exact expressions of the single-particle matrix elements (OJ)ab for the 
electric and the magnetic case are given in Appendix G. 
The total probability of a transition of multipolarity J follows as: 
(3.26) 
4.1 General remarks 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISGUSSION 
In the first part of this chapter we will present the results obtained in the 
framewerk of the QRPA-theory for the nucleus 1~2Gd82 and for the neighbouring 
even-even N=82 isotones 1~aNd, 1~~Sm, 1~~Dy, 1~gEr. 
We have already explained in Chapter I the reason why these nuclei have at-
tracted great interest in the past years and why we address our attempts to 
them. 
The calculations are carried out in the following way: first of all we choose 
the single-particle basis and the parameters of the pairing force as explained 
in sections 3.1 and 3.3. Then we solve.the gap-equations (2.6} for the open 
shell nucleons (we are considering single-closed shell nuclei). This provides 
us with the quasiparticle energies, which, together.with the particle-hole and 
the particle-particle effective interaction (see section 3.2}, are the quanti-
ties we need for the QRPA-equations (2.23) and (2.24}. The eigenvalue w corre-
sponds to the energy of the Jn excited state and the eigenvectors z:b, z;b are 
directly connected with the wave function of a given state Jn. Inserting them 
into eq. (3.25) we can calculate the electric and magnetic transition proba-
bility from the excited state Jn to the ground state. 
The particle-hole force which we use in our calculation should be a "universal 
force", in the sense that the parameters should not change with the mass num-
ber A and the multipolarity of a given state, respectively. 
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The force parameters shown in Table 5 have been used for 1 ~~Gd 82 , as well as 
for ~~sr 50 and 48zr 50 , which will be discussed in section 4.6. 
Furthermore we have to mention that with the same force we have calculated 
also the properties of the low-lying states in 208Pb. The fact that the corre-
sponding results are quite satisfactory is an additional confirmation of the 
validity of our parametrization of the force. 
4.2 On the choice of the empirical single-particle energies in the 146Gd 
region 
The calculated energies of low-lying collective states of a nucleus like 146Gd 
are expected to be very sensitive to the unperturbed particle-hole energies. 
In magic nuclei the theoretical single-particle energies derived from a Woods-
Saxon potential agree in general quite well with the experimental ones. In 
semi-magic nuclei, however, the situation is more complicated. Basically there 
are two main effects which have to be considered and which act in opposite di-
rections. 
First of all the relatively small energy gap between subshells enhances the 
importance of pairing effects (to demonstrate this is one of the main aims of 
this work). This leads to a widening of the shell gap, compared to a Woods-
Saxon result. 
Secondly, the relatively small shell gap leads to very low-lying collective 
states (e.g. 3- and 2+ in 146Gd which are made up mainly by proton particle-
hole configurations). These low-lying states of the even-even nucleus couple 
especially with the neutron particle and hole states of the neighbouring odd 
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mass nuclei, thereby lowering their respective energies. Therefore the neutron 
shell gap, which, because of the excellent shell closure {N=82) is very large 
in Woods-Saxon calculation {4.2 MeV), is reduced considerably. To calculate 
these effects in a fully consistent way is beyond the scope of the present 
work and would require the application of a much more sophisticated theory (as 
e.g. proposed in {Kle82)). 
Qualitatively, however, it is clear that the combined effect of the pairing 
force and particle-{hole-) phonon coupling tends to make the proton and neu-
tron gaps equal. 
As a pragmatic choice, we decided to use calculated {Woods-Saxon plus BCS) 
values for the proton particle and hole energies near the Fermi energy. As we 
have discussed above, the quasiparticle energies based on these Woods-Saxon 
single-particle energies are in close agreement with the discovered quasipar-
ticle energies in the odd-Z nuclei. For the neutrons we use partly empirical 
(as far as known and marked in Table 4) and partly calculated values. Our 
QRPA-results seem to justify our choice. 
The empirical single-particle energies for the nucleus 146Gd are given in Fig. 
6 and Table 4 respectively for protons and neutrons. It may be useful to il-
lustrate how they were derived from the experimental data. 
One can obtain the magnitude of the Z=64 and N=82 energy gaps from the differ-
ence of the separation energies Sp and Sn {Klz79): 
= S (146Gd) 0p p 64 s (147Tb) = 3.38 MeV p 65 {4.1) 
(4.2) 
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The Separation energies which enter the previous relations are obtained from 
the ground state masses of the five relevant nuclei 145Eu, 145,146,147Gd and 
147rb. Two of these masses, namely 145 Eu and 147Gd, are known experimeotally 
(Wap77), whereas the three other values have been extrapolated from mass for-
mulas. 
Recently Blomqvist et al. (Blo81, Blo83a} have derived the ground state masses 
of 146Gd, 147,148Tb, 148,149,150oy, 150,151,152Er from a shell mactel analysis 
of high spin states in the very neutron deficient nuclei above 146Gd. 
Using these newly derived semiempirical values, the values of the energy gaps 
given in (4.1) and in (4.2) da not change very much. 
Furthermore from ß-decay studies of Tb isotopes, Styczen et al. (Sty81) have 
3- 1 1 . 146G -1 interpreted the 3423 keV eve 1n d as vt 712 -ct312 , which is the lowest 
neutron particle-hole excitation in this nucleus. 
Because its energy should be equal to the N=82 gap at Z=64, except for small 
contributions of collective or nucleon-nucleon interactions, they conclude 
that the N=82 single-particle energy gap has to be less than 4 MeV, in agree-
ment with the value given in (4.2). 
The single-particle energy Separations above and below the gaps are taken as 
the experimental excitation energies in the four neighbouring odd-mass nuclei. 
These might differ from the true single-particle energies in cases where the 
observed levels are not pure single-particle states but rather quasiparticle 
states. The experimental information about the four odd mass nuclei araund 
146Gd can be found in the following papers: 145Eu (Wil7l,Led78), 147Tb 
(Brd79,Nag81), 145Gd (Pak82) and 147Gd (Klz79,Klz82,Pii82). 
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The empirical low-energy excitation spectra of these four nuclei are shown in 
Fig. 7. The predominantly single-particle levels are labelled. 
The proton and neutron single-particle states corresponding to Z=64 and N=82 
have been recently discussed from the theoretical point of view by Chasman in 
(Cha80,Cha81,Cha82). 
4.3 On the parametrization of the (ö+rr+p} particle-hole force 
The results we will present and discuss in the remaining part of this chapter 
are obtained in the framewerk of the QRPA-theory using for the particle-par-
ticle interaction a density-dependent ö-force and a generalized particle-hole 
interaction which includes in addition to a density-dependent ö-force also the 
finite-range contribution due to the one-pion and one-rho exchange potentials 
(see section 3.2). 
We give the parameters for the particle-particle interaction as discussed in 
section 3.3 in Table 6, and the set of parameters for the particle-hole inter-
action in Table 5. 
At this point it is necessary to spend some words about the parametrization of 
the particle-hole force. 
Up to now the finite-range force has been used only to describe magnetic prop-
erties of the nucleus (Bäc80,Spe80,Wam80) and therefore only the values of the 
spin-dependent parameters g0 and g~ have been determined. 
In the first paper about meson-exchange potential applied to nuclear structure 
calculations (Spe80}, the values used for g0 and 9~ were: 
g0 = 0.70 
9~ = 0.75 
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(4.3) 
Very recent Brueckner G-matrix calculations (Nak83) based on one-boson ex-
change potential give for the isoscalar spin-dependent parameter g0 a value 
which is araund 0.12. 
Moreover in a study about the influence of the spin-dependent nuclear interac-
tion on the recently identified 1+ state in 208pb at 5.845 MeV, Toki et al. 
(Tok83) found that the isoscalar interaction strength would be in the range: 
1 1 1 1 g ( g ( - g 7 0 0 2 0 
which is in agreement with the results of Nakayama et al. (Nak83). 
(4.4) 
In accordance with these findings, we choose the following values for the pa-
rameters g0 and g~: 
g0 = 0.1 
g~ = 0.7 (4.5) 
Once the parameters g0 and g~ are fixed, we adjust the values of (fbn-f~x) and 
of f~x in order to reproduce the observed energies and transition probabili-
ties of the 3- and 2+ first excited states in the nucleus 146Gd which are dis-
cussed in the next paragraph. We obtained: 
f~x = -1.75 
fin_fex = 1.95 
0 0 
{4.6) 
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4.4 The nucleus 1 ~~Gd 82 
In the nucleus 146Gd fourteen protons are added to the closed proton case tin 
(Z=50) and they fill the 1g712 and 2d512 levels which differ only little in 
energy. The three remaining levels of the 50 Z<82 major shell, i.e. 1h 1112 , 
3s 112 and 2d312 , are separated from the previous two by an energy gap of- 3.4 
MeV (see Fig. 6). For the neutrons the energy gap between the completely 
filled shell and the next empty one at N=82 is- 3.7 MeV (see Table 4). 
Since the n1h 1112 level lies closer above the Z=64 gap than the neutron high-j 
levels above the N=82 gap, one expects that proton particle-hole excitations 
will form the yrast states of 146Gd. 
Moreover, observing the proton and the neutron energies in Fig. 6 and Table 4, 
one concludes that proton particle-hole excitations of the type n1h 1112 -2d~;2 
and n1h 1112-1g];2 most likely give rise to the negative parity yrast levels up 
to J=9. 
The measured 146Gd yrast states are in full accordance with these expecta-
tions, and so are the calculations which we present in Table 10 and which we 
will discuss in the following. 
At this point we have to emphasize once more that these are the first calcula-
tions which can reproduce simultaneously the full level scheme of 146Gd up to 
- 4 MeV including both predominantly collective levels as well as the more 
particle-hole-like excitations with higher spin. 
In the following we compare the experimental excitation energies and in three 
cases also the transition probabilities with our theoretical results. In all 
cases the agreement between theory and experiment is good. 
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We begin by discussing the first 3- level and then continue upwards in Table 
10. In two different measurements (Klz78b,Klz82) the half-life of the first 3-
level was found tobe {1.06±0.12)ns and (1.06±0.06)ns, corresponding to an E3-
transition probability of: 
(4.7) 
The calculated B{E3) value, which we give in Table 10, corresponds to the in-
verse transition: 0++3- and therefore has tobe divided by 2J+l = 7, giving a 
value of 5.19xl04 e2fm6 , which is in good agreement with the experimental re-
sult (4.7). 
Transforming the B(E3) transition probability (4.7) into Weisskopf units, one 
obtains a value of (37!2)W.u., which is very close tothat one obtained for 
the corresponding transition in 208Pb (Spr83). 
This fact indicates that, analogously to 208Pb, the first 3- state in 146Gd is 
characterized by a strong collectivity. This is confirmed from our results of 
Table 10, where one can see that a mixture of many particle-hole excitations 
contributes to the 3(1) state, as one expects for a collective vibration. 
The main contribution is given from the proton particle-hole configuration 
-1 . 
n1h 1112 -2d512 , w1th unperturbed energy e2qp = 3428 keV and amplitude X= 0.73, 
. -1 
wh1le the nlh 1112 -1g 712 configuration, which is also nearby in energy (e 2qp = 
3658 keV) gives only a small contribution (X= 0.15), because it involves a 
spinflip process. 
The second excited 3- state, at 3423 keV, has been interpreted, in a ß-decay 
study of the Tb isotopes (Sty81), as the lowest neutron particle-hole excita-
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tion. This is in accord with the calculated results which show that the main 
contribution to the 3(2) is given from the v2f712-3si}2 and v2f 712 -2dj}2 neu-
tron particle-hole configurations. 
The first 2+ quadrupole excitation contains mostly proton particle-hole con-
figurations of (3s 112-2d5}2) and (2d 312-1gg}2) character. 
Although the calculation suggests that the largest individual amplitude arises 
from the (v2f 712-1hii12 ) neutron particle-hole excitation, which contributes 
25 % to the state. Despite the high multiplicity of this configuration, this 
result is somewhat surprising, since the unperturbed (v2f712-1hii12 ) energy 
lies ~ 1 MeV higher than the lowest proton particle-hole 2+ excitations. 
Since, however, we include a pairing factor in the force for the protons (see 
eqs. (2.21) and (2.22)), their calculated contributions to the collective 2+ 
state appear correspondingly reduced. 
In addition, the calculations suggest that the two-hole configuration 
(n2d 512 )-
2 gives a contribution of 12 % to this state. 
In a 144sm(a,2n) 146Gd in-beam y-experiment, an upper limit of lo-12 sec has 
been placed on the half-life of the 1972 keV 2(1) state (Oga78) by considering 
the stopping time of the recoiling Gd ions in Sm. 
From the calculated B(E2)-value in Table 10 we get: 
(4.8) 
The corresponding decay rate per sec (Boh69, p. 382) is: 
(4.9) 
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and finally the half-life: 
tn2 -13 
= T(E 2) = 0.2x10 sec (4.10) 
which is in agreement with the upper limit given above. 
In arecentexperimental (p,t) study an pairing monopale and quadrupole Vibra-
tions in the nuclei 146Gd and 144sm (Fly83) a higher lying 2+ level has been 
identified at 3378 keV. Since this reaction populates neutron two-particle-
two-hole excitations, this level cannot be identified with any of the calcu-
lated 2+ levels of Table 11. 
Through the observation of the EO(o(2)+0(1)) transition following the reaction 
144sm (3He,n)146Gd, Julin et al. (Jul80) established the existence of the o{2) 
state in 146Gd at 2165(4) keV. The measured half-life 375(40)ps corresponds to 
a dimensionless monopale strength of 0.0122(13). The excitation energy we cal-
culated for the first proton pairing vibrational monopale state is 2524 keV 
wi th a correspondi ng strength of 0. 0117 in very good agreernent wi th experi-
rnent. 
The calculatio,n gives the lowest, rather collective, 4+ level at 2466 keV, 
with the dominant proton two-hole configuration (~2d 512 )- 2 • In experiment, a 
J~4 level has been observed (Fly83) at 2612 keV. This level could correspond 
to the calculated 4i state. 
The following five calculated negative parity levels, 5-, 7-, 4-, 6- and 8(1), 
are all predominantly members of the (nlh 1112 -2d~~ 2 ) configurations. 
Ta the first one, the 5- level, this configuration contributes 59%. However, 
also many other configurations are significant. 
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For the other four levels the contribution of the (n1hr 112 -2d;~2 ) configura-
tion is larger than 85 % and the importance of the configuration mixing is 
much less than in the 5- case. 
The 8(2) and the g- levels are the two highest-spin members of the 
( -1 n1h 1112-1g 712 ) proton particle-hole configuration. The results show that the 
8(2) is mixed with the close lying 8(1), while the g- has a pure configura-
tion, because no states with the same spin and parity are expected nearby. 
Since there are no particle-hole configurations which can couple to J=10 and 
positive parity below 7 MeV, the observed 3865 keV 10+ state is formed from 
the proton two-particle configuration (n1h 1112 )
2
• 
The configuration assignment for the 146Gd high-spin states with seniority 2 
proposed by our calculation agrees with those made originally (Klz79). How-
ever, as we have pointed out above, the present calculation is the first one 
which includes both the collective excitations as well as the states of higher 
spin which are more purely of two-quasiparticle character. 
The schemes of Fig. 8 indicate that the calculated level sequence agrees with 
the experimental one up to 9-, but the levels from 5- up to g- lie 300-400 keV 
higher than the experimental ones. We argue that these energy shifts are due 
to the fact that in the present calculations the residual Coulomb interaction 
has not been included. 
Recently, RPA-calculations have been performed for the low-energy spectrum of 
208pb by taking into account the contribution of the Coulomb interaction 
(Co'83). Those calculations show that the Coulombforce leads to an attractive 
particle-hole interaction and that the order of magnitude of this effect can 
be estimated to be around 200-300 keV. The results obtained for 208Pb indicate 
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also that for rather collective states the energy shift due to the Coulomb in-
teraction is very small, because the full effect is spread out over all the 
particle-hole components. 
Considering that the Coulombinteraction is proportional to R-1, one can esti-
mate for 146Gd a value of 230-340 keV. Basedan morequalitative considera-
tions, a similar energy correction was taken into account in {Klz79). Applying 
the previous conclusions to the level scheme b of 146Gd in Fig. 8, we see that 
the agreement with the experimental one improves significantly. 
The situation is just the opposite for the (~1h 1112 ) 2 . two-particle 10+ state, 
which turns out to lie lower than the experimental one. 
In this case the Coulomb force is repulsive, because the main configuration is 
of particle-particle structure {Blo83b). Therefore this state will be pushed 
up above the 10+ state, which is just the effect needed. 
4.5 The neighbouring even-even nuclei 142Nd, 144sm, 148oy and 150Er 
Within the formalism exposed in chapter II, it is possible to calculate also 
the spectroscopic properties of the even-even N=82 isotones araund 146Gd, 
changing only the proton number. 
We only have to add or to take away two or four protons and to solve again the 
BCS- and the QRPA-equations (2.6), (2.7), (2.23) and (2.24) for the corre-
sponding particle number. 
In Fig. 9 it is shown how the occupation probabilities v2 and the quasipar-
ticle energies E change by increasing the proton number from Z=60 in 
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142Nd to Z=68 ,·n 150Er for fl·xed ne t b N 82 H d" u ron num er = • ere we 1d not change 
the single-particle energies. 
Our calculated qua$iparticle energy sequences are in reasonable agreement with 
the sequence of the observed single-particle states in the odd-Z N=82 isotones 
(Wil71,Nag81). The quasiparticle level sequence, which in 142Nd is d512 -g712 -
h . 150 11/2-sl/2-d3/2 1s reversed in Er to s112-h 1112-d 312-d 512-g712• This can be 
interpreted as a support for the good closure of the Z=64 subshell. 
The results obtained for the two- and four-proton-hole nuclei 1 ~~sm82 and 
1~ÖNd82 and for the two- and four-proton-particle nuclei 1~~oy 82 and 1~gEr82 
are given in Tables 12, 13, 14, 15. 
The nuclei 142Nd and 144sm have four and two protons less in the 2d5/ 2-1g712 
subshell with respect to the doubly closed nucleus 146Gd. The main configura-
tions which will contribute to the yrast levels are the proton two-hole con-
-2 -2 -2 figurations (~2d 512 ) , (~1g 712 ) and (~2d 512 -1g 712 ) • In both nuclei they 
give rise to the sequence of positive parity states: 2+, 4+, 6+. For these 
states the agreement with the experimental values taken from (Led78,Tul78, 
Pen79) is less than 300 keV. Again, as found in 146Gd and discussed there, the 
largest contribution to the 2+ states appears to be a neutron particle-hole 
excitation across N=82, which probably is not very realistic, but in the cal-
culation arises from the reduction of the force due to pairing. For the states 
with negative parity the energy differences between the experimental values 
and the corresponding calculated ones are of the same order of magnitude. 
In the 142Nd the only negative parity state which has been measured experimen-
tally is the 3- at 2084 keV with a B(E3) value of 6.3xl04 e2fm6 (Tul78). For 
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this state we calculate an energy of 2501 keV and a B(E3) value of 2.0x104 
e2fm6• 
The sequence of negative parity states with spin 3 to 9 in 144sm, which has 
been investigated a few years ago (Pen79), is analogaus to that one discussed 
in 146Gd and is quite well reproduced in our calculations. 
In both nuclei the proton monopale pairing vibration state o(2) is reproduced, 
particularly well in 144sm. 
More than ten years ago Waroquier and Heyde {War71) performed shell-model cal-
culations for the nuclei 142Nd and 144sm using a surface delta interaction and 
a Gaussian force as residual interaction. Our calculated positive parity level 
energies are not vastly different from theirs. Of the negative parity states 
they calculate only the 3-, find it however 1 MeV too high. 
In cantrast to these early calculations we have now also calculated the nega-
tive parity states up to Jn = g- and find good agreement with experiment for 
those, including the 3- octupole state. 
A few years ago P. Daly et al. (Dal80) investigated the two proton nucleus 
1 ~~oy 82 by y-ray and conversion electron measurement in (a,xn) and (16o,xn) 
reactions on enriched 152Gd and 136ce targets and established the level scheme 
up to 4 MeV for this nucleus. Since the 1h1112 , 3s 112 and 2d312 proton orbit-
als lie close tagether and are the only orbitals between the Z=64 and the Z=82 
energy gaps, one expects that excitations involving the nlh 1112 level would 
form the complete sequence of the yrast states in 148oy. 
Looking at the results given in Table 14, we can see that the (nlh )2 two-11/2 
particle configuration contributes to all the positive parity states 2+, 4+, 
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6+, a+, 10+, and that the 10+ is the fully aligned ( 1h )2 t t A · ~ 1112 s a e. s 1n 
146Gd, the main contribution to the 3- originates from the (~1h 1112 -2d5;2 ) 
configuration, which involves the promotion of a proton across the Z=64 gap. 
Because the Fermi surface in 148oy is shifted upwards with respect to 146Gd, 
the 3- level is expected higher in that nucleus than in 146Gd; this trend is 
reproduced in our calculations. 
For the 148oy s- and 7- states Daly et al. (Dal80) have proposed, on account 
of their 150-300 keV lowered energies as compared to 146Gd, that these 148oy 
levels are predominant two-particle states of (~1h 1112 -3s 112 ) 2 and 
(~1h 1112 -2ct 312 ) 2 proton excitations. In our calculation these configurations 
also contribute to the 148oy s- and 7- states, but in both cases the calcu-
lated main amplitude is still (dh 1112 -2d~~ 2 ), which is also reflected in the 
much more similar excitation energies calculated for Dy and Gd. 
Very recently two different groups (Hel82,Nol82) have determined the yrast 
states of the nucleus 1 ~gEr 82 up to 3 MeV. 
Based on the (~h 1112 ) 2 two-body matrix elements as observed in 148oy, the pos-
itive parity spectrum of 150Er up to J~ = 10+ has been described quite well in 
(Law81) as the sequence,.of the (~1h 1112 ) 4 seniority two configuration. For 
these v=2 states our theory is equally well applicable, without resorting di-
rectly to the measured 148oy level energies. 
As one would expect, the 10+ to a+ and a+ to 6+ spacings agree well with ex-
periment (and Lawson•s empirical shell-model calculation), which is in accord-
ance with the experience that the fully and nearly fully aligned members of a 
j2 multiplet are well reproduced by a o-force, as we use for the particle-par-
+ + + + 
ticle interaction. On the other hand, we calculate the 10 to 2 and 10 to 0 
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spacings about 300 to 400 keV larger than experiment, which corresponds to an 
overestimated collectivity for these levels. This is again apparent from the 
2+ components listed in Table 15, where a possibly unrealistic neutron par-
ticle-hole contribution is significant. 
We have seen that in 148oy the 3- lies higher than in 146Gd, because the Fermi 
surface is shifted upwards by adding two protons. This tendency continues in 
the four valence-proton nucleus 150Er, where the octupole vibration has still 
-1 
a dominant (n1h 1112-2d 512 ) component. 
In the discussion about the nucleus 148oy it has already been remarked that 
the 5- and the 7- levels tend to change their structure with respect to 146Gd. 
2 2 The increase of the (n1h 1112 -2d 312 ) and (n1h 1112-3s 112 ) contributions to 
these levels in 150Er expected for the further increase of the occupation 
probability, corresponding to four valence protons, is apparent from Table 15. 
In fact, it turns out that in 150Er the main configuration which contributes 
to the 5- is 2 the two-particle excitation (n1h 1112-3s 112 ) and that of the 7-
state is the 2 (n1h 1112-2d 312 ) one. 
Looking at Fig. 10 we can have a complete overview of the results concerning 
the five N=82 isotones, which we have discussed an the previous pages, viz. 
1~ÖNd, 1~~Sm, 1~ZGd, 1~~Dy and 1~gEr. Apart from 146Gd, where the agreement 
between the experimental and the theoretical values is very good (see section 
4.4), one immediately observes that the calculated energy levels for all other 
nuclei lie systematically between 100 and 600 keV too high. 
Durinterpretation of this result is the following: In the nucleus 146Gd the 
excitations are mainly of particle-hole type (see Table 10), while in the 
neighbouring nuclei, because of the added valence particles (or holes), the 
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main contributions to the excited states are of particle-particle (or hole-
hole) character (see Tables 12, 13, 14 and 15). If one considers our choice 
for the nucleon-nucleon residual interaction (see section 3.2), one sees that, 
while for the particle-hole interaction we take into account, in addition to a 
density-dependent zero-range force, also the contributions of the one-pion and 
one-rho exchange potential, for the particle-particle interaction we use a 
much simpler force, viz. a density-dependent ö-force. The simplicity of our 
choice for the particle-particle interaction appears not to impair the results 
for 146Gd because most of the states there are dominantly of particle-hole 
structure. The nuclei 142Nd, 144sm, 148oy and 150Er however seem to demand a 
more realistic particle-particle force to reproduce their level energies which 
are more strongly dominated by particle-particle configurations. 
Another possible interpretation to explain why the calculated level energies 
are too high might be the presence of some kind of pre-deformation in the nu-
clei with 2 or 4 valence protons, which is of course not considered in our 
calculations. 
This beginning of deformation would make the nucleus softer than the closed 
146Gd nucleus and thereby explain the lowering of the excitation energies. 
However up to now there seem to be no experimental indications of any kind of 
deformation effects for these even-even N=82 isotones. 
4. 6 The nucl ei ~~~50 and 48zrso 
In the first part of this chapter we have already explained that the QRPA-cal-
culations performed for 88sr and 90zr have been carried out in order to recon-
sider the parametrization of the force given in Table 5, which nas been pro-
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posed for the first time in the present work and has been fitted to 146Gd. 
The nuclei 88sr and 9°zr, which have been widely investigated both from exper-
imental and from theoretical point of view (see (Koc75,Bun76,All72,Akk82) and 
references given there) show, as 146Gd, the characteristic of semi-magicity. 
In the following we will comment very briefly on the results concerning these 
two nuclei having a closed subshell for protons, respectively at Z=38 and 
Z=40, and a closed shell for neutrons at N=50. 
The single-particle energies we used for them are given respectively in Table 
2 and 3, and the solution of the BCS-equations in Table 7 and 8. 
In 146Gd the proton shell between Z=50 and Z=82 is only partially occupied and 
is given by four positive parity subshells lg 712 , 2d 512 , 3s 112 and 2d312, and 
by the lh1112 subshell which has negative parity and has the highest spin in 
this shell. 
Analogously in 88sr and 90zr the partially occupied shell between Z=28 and · 
Z=50 is made up by three negative parity states, lf 512 , 2p312 and 2p 112 , and 
by the positive parity state lg9; 2• 
Using the force given in Table 5 we reproduce very well the sequence of posi-
tive parity states in 90zr: 2+, 4+, 6+ and 8+, which are all components of the 
{nlg 912 )
2 
multiplet. The only particle-hole configuration which gives a large 
contribution to the first 2+ state, whose calculated excitation energy is 
equal to 2234 keV (Eexp = 2187 keV), is the neutron {v2d 512 -lg;~ 2 ) excitation. 
The other main configurations which contribute to this state are mainly of 
two-particle (two-hole) type, e.g. (nlf~~2 -2p~~2 ), (n2p~~2 -2p3~2 ) and 
2 (nlg9/2) • 
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This last characteristic is present also in the following two quadrupole exci-
tations, which lie respectively at 3309 keV (Ecalc = 3375 keV) and 3843 keV 
(Ecalc = 3914 keV). Equally good results are obtained for the corresponding 
states in 88sr. For this nucleus also the experimental value of the 
B(E2,o(1)•2(1)) = 0.114x104 e2fm4 is available and it is very close to our 
calculated value of 0.132x1o4 e2fm4. 
From our calculations it turns out that the two low-lying negative parity 
states, the 5- at 2319 keV and the 3- at 2750 keV, in 9°zr are both members of 
-1 the (~1g 912 -2p 312 ) proton configuration, which has a two-quasiparticle energy 
equal to 3754 keV. However the main contribution to the 5- state is given by 
-1 the (~1g 912 -2p 112 ) configuration, which lies lower in energy (3195 keV) and 
which cannot couple to J=3, giving rise to the lowering of the 5- with respect 
to the 3-. 
Finally we would like to comment an the 3486 keV 1+ state in 88sr. From our 
calculations it turns out that this state is almost completely (- 90 %) the 
protan spin-flip configuration (~2p 112 -2pj; 2 ) with a small admixture (- 9 %) 
of the (dt512 -2p 312 )-
2 twa-hale configuration. In addition we obtain an exci-
+ + 2 tatian energy af 3361 keV and a B(M1,0 +1 ) = 0.32 IJN· This value is smaller 
than half the experimental value, which is equal to 0.92!0.15 IJ~ (Met71). 
We interpret the reductian af the theoretical B(M1)-value with respect to the 
experimental ane as mainly due ta the effect of the pairing coefficients y = 
(uavb-vaub), which enter the matrix elements af the magnetic multipale opera-
tor (3.25). The value of this coefficient for the main configuration 
(~2p 112 -2pj; 2 ) can be easily calculated fram the occupation probabilities 
given in Table 7, abtaining a value of 0.41. It means that the transition ma-
trix element of the (~2p 112 -2pj; 2 ) configuratian is reduced by a factor af 
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0.41 and that the corresponding reduction of. the B(M1) value is of the order 
of 0.412 = 0.17. We check this assumption calculating the B(M1) value ~ 
-1 ) ing into account only the particle-hole configuration (~2p 112 -2p 312 for 
tak-
two 
different values of y: 0.41 (with) and 1 (without pairing correlations). The 
obtained B(M1) values were respectively equal to 0.61 ~~ and 3.56 ~~' giving a 
reduction factor of exactly 0.17. This is only a rough estimate of the reduc-
tion effect due to the pairing coefficients, but the situation is much more 
complicated when we use the full configuration space. 
Recently L.T. van der Bijl et al. (Bij82), discussing the electron scattering 
form factor of the 1+ in 88sr, have reported that calculations performed in 
the two broken pair scheme give a B(M1) value equal to 1.91 ~~' which is twice 
the experimental value. They argue that non-nucleonic degrees of freedom like 
~-hole polarization are needed to explain the reduction of the M1-strength at 
low q. Unfortunately we did not have the possibility to compare in detail our 
calculations with those quoted in (Bij82). 
It is clear that the understanding of the structure of the 1+ in 88sr requires 
a deeper analysis, but this is something which goes beyond the aim of this 
work. 
4.7 Octupole vibration and pairing correlations 
Before concluding the exposition of the work, we would like to discuss an im-
portant point concerning the calculation of the octupole vibrational state, 
and more in general of the collective states with negative parity (e.g. the s-
level ), in semi-magic nuclei. 
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In fact one of the difficulties encountered in carrying out our calculations 
was the failure to reproduce simultaneously the first 2+ and 3- levels in 
semi-magic nuclei. Once the energy and the B(E2) value of the 2+ of 146Gd was 
reproduced, the 3- came out more than 1 MeV higher than the experimental lev-
el, with a too small B(E3) value. 
Looking through the literature, we discovered that this problern does frequent-
ly arise, but it is never discussed in detail. In most of the studies on nu-
clear structure calculations for even-even semi-magic nuclei the problern is 
avoided by considering only positive parity states. 
In those cases where both positive and negative parity states are considred, 
the calculations are carried out either using a force depending on the multi-
polarity, like the quadrupole-quadrupole and the octupole-octupole interac-
tion, which then are adjusted separately (Yos62,Vej66), or considering a more 
universal force, like Migdal•s force, but taking different values of the force 
parameters for different multipolarity (Bir70). 
In shell-model calculations for the doubly even single-closed-shell nuclei 
with N=82, Waroquier et al. (War71) ascribed the too high energy of the 3-
level to the too small configuration space (they consider only one major os-
cillator shell ). 
We disagree with this conclusion because, even though using a very large con-
figuration space (see Table 4), we obtain for the 3- in 146Gd an energy of 
2747 keV, i.e. 1168 keV higher than the corresponding experimental value. 
We will discuss in the following the origin of this limitation of the calcula-
tions and consider possible measures for improvement. 
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We give in Fig. 11 a schematic picture of the proton and neutron quasiparticle 
levels near the Fermi surface for the nucleus 146Gd. One can immediately see 
that the only ~w configuration which contributes strongly to the 3- is the 
(~lh 1112 -2ds~2 ). The (~lh 1112 -2g]7 2 ) configuration, which lies very close in 
energy, is disfavoured because of the spin-flip. All the other configurations 
which contribute to the collective 3- level are of the type 1~w, ~w and 
higher (see discussion in section 4.4) and therefore they are less signifi-
cant. 
If one now considers the quantities which enter in the QRPA-equations (2.23) 
and (2.24), one can see that, besides the quasiparticle energies, there are 
. + 
the matrix elements of the particle-hole interaction F~~:d' which are multi-
+ 
plied with the pairing coefficients r! = (uavb±vaub)(ucvd±vcud), and the par-
ticle-particle matrix elements F~gcd with the factors 
y~ = (uaub+vavb)(ucud+vcvd). In the diagonal case of ab:cd:h 1112 -ds~ 2 we have: 
0.998 
+ y2 = 0.057 
0.465 
Y = 0.885 2 (4.11) 
It means that the matrix elements of the particle-hole interaction for config-
urations near the Fermi surface are cut in half due to the pairing coeffi-
cients. On the other hand one expects that the particle-particle forcewill be 
strong enough to compensate this reduction effect, as it happens for the 2+. 
Looking again at the results of Fig. 10, one can observe that the main config-
urations contributing to the 3-, besides the (nh 1112 _2d~~ 2 ) are neutron par-
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ticle-hole excitations, which are not affected by the particle-particle force, 
+ because the coefficients r2 vanish for pure particle-hole configuration. 
For this reason the excitation energy of the 3- turns out to be higher than 
the experimental value. The reduction of the matrix elements of the particle-
hole force due to the pairing correlations can be corrected artificially by 
removing the smearing out of the proton Fermi surface, i.e. by taking: 
for hole-like states 
for particle-like states (4.12) 
In this way we have brought down the energy of the 3- in 146Gd to the experi-
mental value and we have reproduced also very well the B(E3) value (see sec-
tion 4.4). 
The same problern has earlier been recognized by Baranger in a paper about BCS-
treatment of pairing correlations applied to heavy spherical nuclei (Bar60). 
He argued that in the case of a 3- oscillation "pairing correlations are not 
so important here, because the large spacing between shells already plays the 
role of an energy gap. Then one can use the equations of section 3 (corre-
sponding to our QRPA-equations), but set u equal 1 for a particle and to 0 for 
a hole". 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS ANO OUTLOOK 
Motivated by the recent active research on the nucleus 1 ~~Gda2 and on the nu-
clei of the surrounding region, we have investigated the spectroscopic proper-
ties, i.e. the excitation ~nergies and the electric and magnetic transition 
probabilities, of the even-even N=82 isotones with Z = 6ü-68,. paying special 
attention to the nucleus 146Gd. 
The calculations have been performed in the framework of the QRPA-theory, with 
a large single-particle configuration space obtained using a one-body poten-
tial of Woods-Saxon type and solving the BCS-equations only in the case of 
open shell nucleons. 
The particle-hole and the particle-particle effective interaction are consid-
ered separately. 
In the QRPA- as well as in the gap-equation we have used a density-dependent 
zero-range interaction. The corresponding strength has been determined by re-
producing, after solving the BCS-equations, the experimental quasiparticle 
energies. In this way the spurious o+ states are obtained at zero energy. 
For the particle-hole force we have made use of a generalized interaction 
which includes, in addition to the zero-range terms of the Landau-Migdal 
force, also explicitly the contributions of the one-pion and one-rho exchange 
potential. This being the first work where this kind of force is used to de-
scribe both electric and magnetic nuclear properties, it has been necessary to 
introduce a new parametrization of the force. For the isovector parameters our 
values are in agreement with earlier assignment. We have adjusted the values 
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of the isoscalar parameters in order to reproduce the .observed energies and 
transition probabilities of the 3- and 2+ first excit~d states in the nucleus 
146Gd. 
To make sure that our parametrization is valid in different regions of the 
periodic table, using the same force we have performed QRPA-calcualtions for 
other two semi-magic nuclei, i.e. 88sr and 90zr, as well as RPA-calculations 
for the low-energy levels of the doubly-magic nucleus 208Pb. 
We have to emphasize once more that these are the first calculations which can 
reproduce simultaneously the full level scheme of 146Gd up to 4 MeV including 
both predominantly collective levels as well as the more pure particle-hole 
excitations with higher spin. 
The results presented for the nucleus 146Gd are in very good agreement with 
experiment. 
Within our formalism it has been possible to calculate also the nuclear prop-
erties of the even-even N=82 isotones araund 146Gd, changing only the proton 
number. The results concerning the nuclei 142Nd, 144sm, 148oy and 150Er show a 
good agreement with the experimental data. However they exhibit, unlike 146Gd, 
a systematic upward shift of the excited levels with respect to the observed 
states. 
We ascribe this effect to the simplicity of our choice for the particle-par-
ticle interaction, which is a density-dependent o-force. 
This choice doesn't impair the results for 146Gd, because here most of the 
states are dominantly of particle-hole structure. However, in the neighbouring 
nuclei, because of the added valence particles (or holes), the energy levels 
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are more strongly dominated by particle-particle (or hole-hole) configurations 
and therefore their description demands a more realistic particle-particle in-
teraction. 
The introduction of a finite-range term also in the particle-particle force 
will be one of the first tasks which we intend to face in the future. 
Furthermore it seems that the method applied here can be extended, without re-
quiring additional information, to the odd mass nuclei adjacent the closed 
ones, thereby giving the possibility to investigate more fully this region of 
the periodic table. 
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Appendix A 
Scheme for the solution of the BCS-equations 
In order to solve the BCS-equations (2.6} and (2.7): 
(2.6} 
(2. 7) 
with 
(2.10} 
we start with the single-particle wave function ~a and the corresponding ener-
gy ea obtained from our Woods-Saxon diagonalization. 
The initial values of vi and ui are estimated from the particle distribution 
of Fermi type: 
2 1 (A.1) 
va = (e +EF)fflw 
1+e a 
2 1 -
2 
ua = va 
where EF is the Fermi energy in the shell model single-particle basis. This 
permits us to calculate the initial value of 6a from (2.6) and (2.10}: 
(A.2} 
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~fter this, the simultaneaus solution of the gap-equation (2.6) and of the 
>article number equation (2.7) is carried out through two iterative processes: 
') with the initial value of 6a (A.2), N is calculated from {2.7) by varying 
the chemical potential A, until N equals the particle number of the actu-
al nucleus. 
'i) with the value of A fixed in the previous step, we perform the iterative 
solution of {2.6). 
With this aim we rewrite the system of equations (2.6) in terms of the 
new variables Xa defined as: 
(A.3) 
By using the iterative method of Kantorowitsch (Col68, p. 25), we are left 
with the solution of a linear system of equation, whose solutions are the 
changes öX~I) of x~I);n the iteration step number I resulting in x~I+l) = 
x(I) + ~x(I). 
a u a . 
(A.4) 
where 
(A.5) 
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and öba is the Kronecker symbol and (I) indicates the iteration number. 
From (A.3) we obtain: 
6 (I+l) = a (A.6) 
at the end of every interaction I, new values of v~ are calculated using 
the (A.6). 
The iterative process is stopped when the following convergency condition is 
reached: 
{A.7) 
where E is a sufficiently small number. 
Steps i) and ;; ) are repeated until one obtains stationary values for A and 
Aa. Then the occupation probabilities v~ are calculated using (2.9) and the 
quasiparticle energies are obtained from (2.8). 
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Appendix B 
Green•s function formalism for deriving the QRPA-equations 
The one-particle Green •s function is defined (Noz64,Fet71) in the following 
way: 
+ G (t ,t) = -i<A,OIT{a (t )aß(tß)}IA,O> aß a ß a a (B.l) 
( ) +( ) th annihilation and creation operators in the Hei-where aa ta, aß tß are e 
senberg representation, T is the Wiek time-erdering operator and I A,O> is the 
exact ground state of the A-particle system. 
The Fourier transform G (w) of (B.l} is defined through: 
aß 
(B.2) 
The Green•s function for one-hole can be described as the time-reversed of the 
one-particle Green•s function: 
= -i<A,OIT{a_(tß)a~(ta)}IA,O> 
ß a 
= i < A , 0 I T { a ~ ( t a ) a _ ( t ß )} I A , 0> ( B • 3 ) 
a ß 
At this point one has to consider the fact that in superfluid nuclei the par-
ticle-particle interaction gives rise to the Cooper pairs, that means to bound 
states of two quasiparticles with zero total angular momentum. If an external 
field is applied to the system, the quasiparticle pairs with non-zerototal 
angular momentum can form Cooper pairs, transferring their momentum to the ex-
ternal field. Therefore, besides the propagation of one particle and of one 
hole with a Cooper pair, described respectively by G and G __ , one has to 
aß ßa 
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take into account the process of creation and destruction of Cooper pairs in 
the external field. This is done by introducing the 11anomalous 11 Green•s func-
ti ons F 
aß 
and F (Gor58), which don•t conserve the particle number: 
äß 
F (t ,t ) 
- a ß aß 
= -i<A,OIT{aa(t)a_(tß)}IA+2,0> 
ß 
(8.4) 
(8.5) 
F _ describes a transition from the particle state to the hole plus Cooper 
aß 
pair state and F the opposite one. 
aß 
In analogy to normal systems (Spe77) we introduce the generalized Green•s 
function G0 JJ: 
aß 
(B.6) 
and likewise for G , F _ and F , where IA,!J>indicates the excited state iJ 
ßa aß aß 
of the A-nucleons system. 
Performing the perturbative expansion (Noz64) of the generalized Green•s func-
tions considering both effective interactios, particle-particle FPP and par-
ticle-hole FPh, one obtains the following cou~led system of equations (Zaw78): 
(8. 7) 
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(B. 7) 
-0\l 1 PP -0\l - \ f d I Fph GOll 
F = 21Ti { -G- I - G ß I ß I J dw I F- - I I F - +F - G ß I ß YL. ~ ~ w ao ß I y y o 
aß CL CL yo 0 yoa ß yo <l<l v 
+ G_ -~- I J·dw 1 Fph G0\l+~ ~ I f dw 1 Fp~ _F 0~} 
<l 1 CL ß ß yo ~ yß~ä 1 5y äa ßß yo iC aßyo yo 
The graphical representation of the system (B.7) using the usual Feynman rules 
i s gi ven in Fi g. 2. 
Expressing the transition matrix elements in terms of the generalized Green 1s 
functions as follows: 
0).1 
-i G0 \l ( t +t ) 1 f 0).1 Xaß = = 21Ti dw G ß(w) aß a ß 0 CL 
(B.8) 
X~~ = -i G0 ll(t +t ) = 21i J dw GOll(w) 
ßa -- CL ß 1T IQ --ßa · ßa 
4>0~ = -i F0 J.l(t +t ) 1 f 0).1 = fT dw F (w) 
aß - CL ß 1T ~ -aß aß 
(B. 9) 
-0).1 
-i ~ou(t +t ) = ~ f dw F0 J.i(w) 4>_ = 
aß - CL ß 21Tl ~ -aß aß 
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transforming the Green •s functions into the Lehman•s representation, taking 
their analytical expression given by Gor•kov (Gor58) and rewriting all the 
previous quantities for the operators defined in (2.1), one obtains finally 
the following system of equations for the quasiparticle density matrix ele-
ments (Zaw78,Sch81): 
= -
2 6. V 
+ ___g_ ( ß 
2E E +E -w 
a a ß 
2 
~ ua 
- 2E (E +E -w ß a ß 
~6a~6~ß~ ( 1 + 1 ) FPP xo~} 
+ 4E E E +E -w E +E +w 
a ß a ß a ß ßä6y ~y 
2 2 2 2 U V U V F~~--x~~ X~~ = - l: {( ß a. + a ß ) E +E -w E +E +w 
ßa yo a ß a ß ßaoy oy 
2 2 
~ V u Fp~ j~~ (E +~ -w E +~ +w) + 2E oyßa yo ß a ß a ß 
2 2 
6. u~ vß FPP <Po~ (B.10) 
___g_ (E +E -w E +E +w) 2E ßa6y Y~ a a ß a ß 
-Qll \ 
<!>_,. = - L 
aß yö 
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2 
vß h 
-::---!':'--) Fp OlJ E +E +w ____ x __ 
a ß yöaß öy 
2 2 2 2 
v v8 u u8 { ( a + a ) FPP ;:OlJ E +E -w E +E +w o/ 
a ß a ß yo~ß yö 
2 2 
b.a. V U h 
+ ~ ( a a ) Fp Oll 2E
8 
E +E -w - E +E +w ____ x __ 
a ß a ß yöaß oy 
D.ab.ß ( 1 + 1 PP o 
-=----==,___) F - -"' ll_ } 4EaEß E +E -w E +E +w o/ 
a ß a ß aßyö yö 
(B.10) 
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If the particle-particle interaction FPP is Hermitian and invariant under 
time-reversal operation, the following relations are valid: 
(B.ll) 
and 
(8.12) 
F.rom the relations (2.12}, (B.ll} and (8.12) it follows immediately: 
Fph = Fpp 
= 
Fpp = Fph 
aßyo aoßy ß.Yä~ ßaoy (8.13) 
Fph 
= 
Fpp 
= 
Fpp = Fph 
aßyo ß.Yä5 .Yßlä .Yläß 
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Appendix C 
Angular momentum coupling representation of the transition density matrices 
Our intention in the following is to couple the equations given at the end of 
Appendix B to total angular momentum J. 
In the jj-coupling scheme the particle-hole and the particle-particle coupling 
reads: 
lab-1 ,JM> = I 
mamß 
lab,JM> = 
j -m 
(-) ß ß<j m j -m IJM>iaß-1> 
a a ß ß 
where M is the projection of the total angular momentum J and 
I -1 + I + aß > = a a 0> = a. a. /0> indicates a particle-hole state and 
(C.l) 
(C.2) 
aß Jama Jßmß 
laß>= a:a;lo> indicates a particle-particle one. The difference between 
Latin and Greek indices is explained in section 2.2. In order to apply the 
coupling defined above to the density matrices (2.11), l'le write them in such a 
way that the ground state is an the right hand side. 
0~ + <~I a + a I 0> * X aß = <Oia a I~> = ß a a ß 
( c. 3) 
0~ + I~> <~I a + a I O> * x __ = <Oia_a_ = ßa a ß ß ä 
+ + * 
<JJ I a a I 0> 
a -ß 
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(C. 4) 
By writing down explicitly the time-reversed states in the particle-hole cou-
pling (C.l), it turnsout that: 
+ j -m j +m j +m 
(a_a_IO>)JM = L (-) ß ß<j m j -m IJM>(-) a a(-) ß ß a+ a IO ß a a a ß ß j -m j m > 
mamß ß ß a a 
j +j +J+l 
= (-) a ß ( + I ) aßaa 0> JM (C.5) 
Th 
· OJJ OJJ . 1s means that the quantities x __ and xßa 1n the coupled representation dif-
ßaj +jß+J+l 
fer only by the relative phase (-) a 
Combining tagether the relations (C.l), (C.3) and (C.5), it follows that the 
expressions for the coupled particle-hole amplitudes x~~,J and X~b,J are: 
-OJJ,J 
Xab 
j -m + * (-) ß ß <j m j -m IJM><JJ a a6IO> a a ß ß a 
(C.6) 
(C. 7) 
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For the particle-particle amplitudes, using (C.4) we have: 
(C.8) 
* 
• <J.I I a . a . I 0> J -m J -m 
a a ß ß 
(C.9) 
It is easy to verify that in this case: 
jb+jb+J+1 J 
= (-) $~b' (C.10) 
From (C.7) and (C.10) and using the definitions (2.13) and (2.14) one can see 
that the following symmetry relations are verified: 
J 
-
+ j + j b +J + 1 J +_ 
<Pba = (-) a <Pab (C.ll) 
The coupling between the interaction and the amplitudes, which appear in eq. 
(B.10) is carried out by inserting the unity in the form: 
jo-mo jo-m~ 
L L (-) <jymyj.r-m.riJM> (-) <j m•j -m•iJM> = 1 
m •m • JM u u Y Y o o 
y 0 
(C.12) 
Then, using (C.6), we can write: 
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(C.13) 
where we have defined the ••right-side" coupling of the interaction in the fal-
l owi ng way: 
Fph 
abcd,J 
Taking into account the relation (C.7), we can write also: 
(C.14) 
(C.15) 
The coupling of the particle-particle amplitudes and interaction can be car-
ried out in the same way. 
Finally, performing also the "left-side" coupling, we obtain a system of equa-
tions, which looks like (B.lO), except that in the present case the quantities 
are coupled. 
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Appendix Ö 
An eguivalent way of writing the QRPA-eguations 
For sake of completeness we outline here how to transform the QRPA-equations 
(2.23) and (2.24) ,obtained using the Green's function formalism, into the 
characteristic form they assume in the equations of motion treatment (Row70). 
First of all we define: 
+ + + C~bcd = (Ea+Eb) 0ac 0bd + V~bcd + G~bcd (D.l) 
and thereby the eqs. (2.23) and (2.24) become: 
I + z+ w z~b cabcd = C)d cd 
I c~bcd z~d + = w zab (0.2) C)d 
or, in matrix form: 
(0.3) 
It is Straightforward now, by introducing the new quantities: 
(0.4) 
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and: 
+ -
y ab = zab -Zab (0.5) 
to write down the QRPA-equations (2.23) and (2.24) in the "RPA-like" form: 
(0.6) 
The normalization of X and Y can be derived from the quasiboson structure of 
the RPA-excitations (Row70): 
(0.7) 
Using the transformations (0.5), we obtain the following condition for the am-
plitudes z;b and z;b: 
(0. 8) 
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Appendix E 
Explicit form of the particle-hole interaction 
Our total particle-hole interaction is: 
(E.1) 
Ta write down explicitly F and F we have to start from the expressions of 
1t p 
the one-pion and one-rho exchange potential {3.14) and {3.15). 
By adding and subtracting the term: 
2 
m 
{ 
•••••• 1t ............ } 
T•T o•o - --2 T•T o•o 2+m q 1t 
{E. 2) 
an the right hand side of {3.14) we obtain: 
m2 
1 7T ···} 
- 3 2 2 o•o 
q +m 7T 
(E. 3) 
In the previous expression the first term corresponds to the usual tensor 
force, the second one, after a Fourier transformation into the r-space, is a 
ö -function and therefore it is lumped into the delta part of our force and 
finally the third term is the central Yukawa part. 
The Fourier transformation of (E.3), neglecting the second term, gives: 
~ 3 2 2 1 1 VOPEP (~) = -" f m ~.;• { (-3- + --- + 
c 1t 1r m7Tr (m r)2 
7T 
-m r 
-m r 1r 
1 
3
) 1rs 1••.e } 
e 12 + 3 o•o m r (m r) 1r 
11 
(E.4) 
with: 
+ "' ·+ /\ 
= 3(cr•r)(cr 1•r) + + - cr •cr 1 
+ 
where t is the unit vector -L-. 
Ir I 
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(E.5) 
To write the expression (3.15) for V (q) in the same way we first have to use 
p 
the Lagrangian identity for vector products: 
+ + + + + + 2 + + + + ( a xq ){ a 1 xq ) = ( a • a 1 ) q - ( a • q )( a 1 • q) 
and: 
+ + 2 1 + + 2 2 + + (cr•cr 1 )q =3(cr•cr 1 )q +3(cr•cr 1 ) 
Thereby we can write: 
V ( q) p 
2 
-
-
2 me + + 
- a •a 1 3 2tm2 q p 
2 + + 
+ 3 a•a I 
(E. 6) 
(E. 7) 
m2 
2 e ++I} 
- 3 2 2 cr•cr 
q +m 
e 
(E.8) 
which differs from the corresponding expression (E.4) of VoPEP(q) in the sign 
of the first term and by the factor 2 in the second and third term. 
The Fourier transformation of (E.8), after dropping the second term, is: 
-m r 3 -m r e ~ ..:. 2 2 ~ ~ 1 1 1 
3
) e 2 + +1 e } V ( ~r) .,, f ..... ..... 1 { ( + -----~ S + = -- m T•T - 3m r + 2 e 12 3 a•a m r 
P c P P p (m r) (m r) P p p 
(E.9) 
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By definition, the parameters of the Landau-Migdal force F~~g contain all con-
tributions to the effective particle-hole force in the Landau limit q=O. Since 
VoPEP and VP also contribute to these parameters one has to reduce their con-
tributions from the Migdal parameters, to avoid double counting. 
The corrections we have to introduce in the parameters of the Migdal force 
originate from two contributions. The first comes from the direct term of 
VOPEP and VP and "corrects" only in the ;.~· :{.1• channel and is determined 
from (E.3) and (E.8) putting q=O: 
(E.lO) 
41Tf~ 3 
( ) -~p=-- 2 + +1 V 0 = 2 3 T•T 
P m c 
(E.ll) 
p 
The second correction is due to the Pauli exchange terms, which are obtained 
using the exchange operator Pexch = -PxPcrPT and gives contributions in all 
channels. 
Using the results of an infinite Fermi system (Bro77), one obtains the follow-
ing relationship for all parameters of meson exchange forces and all orders i 
of Landau •s expansion: 
2 
mm 
= -(2i+l)- Q (1 
2k 2 R. 
F 
2 
m 
+ .J!)_) 
2k 2 F 
(E.12) 
where mm is the meson mass, Q1 are the Legendre functions of the second kind 
and: 
(E.13) 
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indicates the exchange matrix element of ;.;• ;.;• and has been obtained using 
the property: 
+ + + + 3-a·a• 3-T•T 1 
- < 2 2 >dir (E.14) 
By adding to F~~g the correction due to the direct and exchange terms of the 
finite range force, the final explicit form of (E.1) is: 
+ ( g + l ( . e xch • exch)) + +. 0 4 g +g a•a 01T Op 
+ (g•-g•dir _ .dir 1 (g•exch + .exch))+ + 1+ +1 
o 01T 90P - 4 01T g0P a•a T•T 
1 + + 
( ] o(r-r•) r-R)/a. l+e 
(E.15) 
3 3 
.dir ~1T exch(+ +) _ .dir~ Vexch(+r r+ ) 
- g01r 41T VOPEP r1,r2 9op 41T p 1' 2 
where .dir g•dir are d t · d f (E 10) d (E 11) d exch exch g
0
1T , op e erm1ne rom • an • an g01T , g0P 
etc. are gi ven from (E.12). 
The part in brackets an the right hand side of (E.15) is the zero-range part 
of the particle-hole interaction and the second and third terms give the one-
pion and one-rho exchange potentials in coordinate space, hp) being Hankel•s 
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function of the first kind. The presence of a factor ~ 3 /4n, where ~ = m cj~ n ,p n n 
is the inverse Campton wavelength, allows the normalization of the correspond-
ing central parts to a o-function, in the limit of infinite heavy meson 
masses. The factor y = 0.4 is introduced in the one-rho exchange part in order 
to take into account correlations due to the short-range repulsion and the 
factor 2 refers to the relative double strength of the scalar part of the rho-
exchange force compared to the pion exchange. The parameters .dir and 9 •dir gon Op 
are determined by the coupling constants f 2 and f 2• From (E.10), (E.11) and 
n P 
(E.15) follows: 
f 2 3 
2 4n _e_ 'L y 3 2 c 
m p 
(E.-16) 
(E.17) 
/112 
where C0 = k m* was introduced in order to make the Migdal force parameters F 
dimensionless (see section 3.2). Choosing kF = 1.36 fm-1 we obtain: 
.dir 
gon = 0.35 
.dir 0.55 gop = (E.18) 
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Appendix F 
Matrix elements of the particle-particle ö-function interaction 
The angular part of the matrix elements of a Spin-independent ö-function in-
teraction between particle-particle states has the form: 
J )~ 
-1 f 
Taking into account also the spin-exchange operator P0 , we have the following 
expression: 
t +j +1/2 t +j +1/2 I 
= ~lT (-) 1 1 (-) 3 3 (j1+1/2)(j2+1/2)(j3+1/2)(j4+1/2) 
j 1.1 H2 J + { 1 j 2 Jx3 j4 ) ·l(-) (-) (F.2) 
1/2 -1/2 0 1/2 -1/2 
~.1.~.3 j2+j4+l Cl j2 J)C j4 J)} 
+(-) (-) 
1/2 l/2 -1 1/2 1/2 -1 
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The form of the antisymmetrized particle-particle force used in the present 
calculations is given in eq. (3.17). From the previous matrix elements one can 
immediately see that the particle-particle interaction doesn't give any con-
tribution in case of unnatural parity states. 
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Appendix G 
Reduced matrix elements of the electric and magnetic multipale operator 
The reduced matrix elements of the electric multipale operator EJ are (Rin73): 
"J "J j -1/2/ (2ja+1)(2jb+1)(2J+1)
1 
(ja J { E ) ab = <a II E II b> = {-) a --=----.4.-n.;::;.._ _ _ 
-1/2 0 
(G.1) 
The reduced matrix elements of the magnetic multipale operator MJ are (Bau73): 
= A_ [ 1 + ( _) a b ] R J -1 2J + 1 b 11. H +J-1 /,..._..___, ( j ja J ) 2mp c a ,b n 1;2 1;2 -1 
j -1/2 ~ j H -1/2 
• / ( 2j a + 1 )( 2j b + 1 ) 1 ( - ) a l ~ + ~ { J + 1 + ( j b + 1 I 2 )( - ) b b ( G. 2 ) 
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~ 
where T3 is the z-component of the isospin vector, R~~6 = J Ra(r)rnRb{r)r 2dr 0 
and the last term is the correction term due to the mesonie current effect. 
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TABLE CAPTIONS 
Table 1: The parameters of the Woods-Saxon potential, defined in (3.1), are 
given for 88sr, 90zr and 146Gd. For comparison we include also the 
corresponding values for 208pb, taken from (Rik 78). The potential 
depths v0 are fixed in order to reproduce the quantities Aexp ob-
tained from the Atomic Mass Table (Wap77) as explained in section 
3.1. b = ~ is the oscillator constant. 
mw 
Table 2: Single-particle eneregies for 88sr calculated with the Woods-Saxon 
potential given in Table 1. The energies marked with (*) are taken 
from experiment (Isa82). These states also define the configuration 
space. 
Table 3: Single-particle energies for 90zr. For the explanation see Table 2. 
Table 4: Single-particle energies for 146Gd. The experimental energies (*) 
are taken from (Sty81,Pii82,Klz83). 
Table 5: In the first line we write the parametrization of the Migdal-force 
used in (Rik78). In the second line we give the set of parameters 
which are applied in the present QRPA-calculations, where in addi-
tion to the zero-range force also the finite-range is considered. 
Table 6: Choice of the parameters hin and hex of the particle-particle force 
(3.17) in order to reproduce the Separation energy differences 
ö~exp). The corresponding values of the pairing constant Gare given 
in the fourth column. ö(l) and o( 2) indicate the proton separation p p 
energy differences calculated using respectively the ö-pairing force 
and the schematic one. The experimental values ö(exp) are taken from 
p 
a ) ( l~ a p 77 ) a n d b ) ( K 1 z 7 9 ) • 
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Table 7: The BCS-equations (2.6) and (2.7) have been solved in 88sr for all 
Table 8: 
the levels given in this table, using the pairing force given in the 
first two columns of Table 6. Since we are using a pairing force 
which has no constant matrix elements, the energy gaps ~ are dif-
a 
ferent for each level. v~ are the occupation probabilities which 
correspond to the particle distribution of Fig. 1b. The energies 
E(qp)a are obtained from the quasiparticle energies Ea through the 
relation: E(qp)a = ±Ea+A, where the positive sign is taken if the 
corresponding single-particle state a is a particle state and the 
negative sign for a hole state. 
Solution of the BCS-equations for proton states in 90zr. For expla-
nation see Table 7. 
Table 9: Solution of the BCS-equations for proton states in 146Gd. For expla-
nation see Table 7. 
Table 10: The experimental excitation energies Eexp (keV), the calculated ones 
Eth (keV), the corresponding differences (Eexp-Eth) (keV) and the 
electric and magnetic transition probabilities B are tabulated for 
the low-lying states up to- 4 MeV of the nucleus 146Gd. E2 indi-qp 
cates the energy of the corresponding two-quasiparticle configura-
tion, which is equal to (Ea+Eb), where Ea is the quasiparticle ener-
gy of the orbit a obtained from (2.8). X and Y are the forward and 
backward amplitudes, which are related to the QRPA-eigenfunctions 
through the relation (0.5). The B-values are given in the following 
units: 
B ( EJ) in: e fm2J 
B ( MJ) in: ( n m) 2 fm 2 ( J -1) 102J. 
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The electric monopale strength B(EO) is dimensionless. The experi-
mental values are taken from: 
a) (Kl z79) 
b) (Sty81) 
c) (Fly83) 
d) (Jul80). 
Table 11: Calculated excitation energies and transition probabilities of the 
first five quadrupole vibrational states of 146Gd. For explanation 
see Table 10. 
Table 12: The same of Table 10 for the four-proton-hole nucleus 1 ~fiNd82 • The 
experimental values are taken from (Tul78). 
Table 13: The same of Table 10 for the two-proton-hole nucleus 1~~sm82 • The 
experimental values are taken from a) (Led78), b) (Pen79). 
Table 14: The same of Table 10 for the two-proton-particle nucleus 1 ~~Dy 82 • 
The experimental values are taken from (Dal80}. 
Table 15: The same of Table 10 for the four-proton-particle nucleus 1ggEr82 • 
The experimental values are taken from a) (Hel82), b) (Nol82). 
I vo I (MeV) 
P I 57 .o 
: 
138 50 I I I 
i 
"I 50.5 i i ! 
i 
i 
f p 56.8 ; :9o i \4oZr5o 
i 
: n 51.1 
' 
I ! 
1146Gd P! 57.3 64 82 : 
n '. 48.0 
' 
60.40 p 208pb 82 126 44.32 n 
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Table 1: Woods-Saxon parameters 
ao Ro Aso a so Rso 
(fm) (fm) 
1 
(fm) 1 (fm) 
I 
1 o.67 
I 0.67 5.41 
! 
0.67 5.41 i 32.0 : o. 67 5.22 
! ! 
I I o.67 I 5.45 0.67 5.64!32.0 
I ! 0.67 5.45 i 32.0 0.6715.26 I I 
I ! 
0.79 6.63 ~ 27.0 0.59 6.40 
0.66 6.40 32.0 0.64 6.19 
I 
I ; l~ 0.79 i 7.46 i20.25 0.59 7.20 i 7.46 F4.87_ 0.64 0.66 6.96 
I 
I 
i 
I 
i 
I 
! 
Rcoul 
(fm) 
5.56 
-
i 
5.60 ! 
-
6.58 i i 
I 
-
I 
! 
I 7.41 I 
i 
: 
- I 
b 
(fm) 
A 
(MeV) 
A ! 
expJ 
(MeV )I 
i 
I I I 
r -8. 94 : -8.84: 
2 109 ' . ! I I 
i -8.99 -8.741 
I I ! 
' 
! ! i 
-7.43. -6.76: 
2.117 I ' I 
-9.79· 
-9. 591 
-3.66 -3. 57/ 
2. 295 ; i 
-8.01 -9. 21i 
-5. 47• [ -5.91: I 
2.440 I I 
i -5.661-5.61. 
J ' 
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Table 2: Single-particle energies for 88sr 
1 
energy (MeV) I orbit 
proton neutron 
1s1/2 -35.90 -42.48 ' 
i 
I 
1P3j2 -29.93 -35.74 ~ 
1p1/2 -28.35 -34.23 ; 
1ct512 -23.05 -28.21 i 
1d3/2 -19.60 -24.88 
2s1/2 -19.01 -24.64 
1f7/2 -15.45 -20.04 
lf5/2 -10.25 I -13.10* 
2p3/2 -9.66 -12.33* 
2P1/2 -8.22 -11.47* I 
199/2 -7.26 -11. 09* 
2d5/2 -1.63 
-6.41* 
3s 1/2 0.57 -5.57* 
197/2 1. 09 -3.81* 
1hll/2 1.42 
-2.23* 
2d3/2 1. 69 ; 
-4.23* . ' 
2f7/2 6.38 1.32 
3P3/2 7.25 1. 52 
3p1/2 8.16 2.27 
2f512 9.88 4.17 
4s1/2 10.41 4.66 
1il3/2 10.45 6.97 
3d5/2 5.24 
3d3/2 5.90 
lh9/2 7.22 
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Table 3: Single-particle energies for 90zr 
energy {MeV) 
orbit 
proton neutron 
: 
1s1/2 -35.21 i l -43.17 
I ! 1p3/2 -29.35 -36.48 I i 1P1/2 ! I -27.81 ' -34.99 
1d512 
I 
-22.57 ' I 
-28.99 I 
' 
-19.19 
-25.70 
-18.55 
-25.43 
lf7 /2 -15.07 -20.86 
lf5/2 - 9.89 -14.00* 
2P3/2 - 9.38 -13.19* 
2P1f2 -7.88 -12.54* 
199/2 -6.98 -11.95* 
2d5/2 -1.34 -7.22* 
3s 1/2 0.86 -5.56* 
197/2 1. 24 -4.45* 
1h 1112 1. 61 -3.15* 
2d3/2 1. 93 -4.46* 
2f7 /2 6.61 0.73 
3P3/2 
3p1/2 
7.51 1.13 
8.42 1. 94 
2f5/2 
1i13/2 
4s1/2 
3d5/2 
l 3d3/2 1h9/2 
10.09 3.76 
10.56 6.12 
10.66 4.43 
5.02 
5.68 
6.50 
orbit 
1s1/2 
1P3f2 
1p1/2 
1d5/2 
1d3/2 
2s1/2 
1f7/2 
lf5/2 
I 2P3f2 
I 
2P1/2 
199/2 
! 
I 1 
2f7/2 
1h9/2 
3P3/2 
1;13/2 
3p1/2 
2f5/2 
2g9/2 
3d5/2 
4s 1/2 
3d3/2 
1h5/2 
297/2 
1 i 11/2 
4P3/2 
4P1f2 
3f7/2 
3f 5/2 
2hll/2 
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Table 4: Single-particle energies for 146Gd 
I 
I 
I 
proton 
-32.07 
-27.48 
-26.77 
-22.06 
-20.33 
-18.98 
-16.01 
-12.83 
-11.90 
-10.60 
- 9.46 
-
4.70 
-4.46 
-2.85 
-2.55 
-2.30 
2.54 
4.55 
4.65 
4.85 
5.69 
5.80 
9.52 
10.37 
10.39 
11.28 
12.51 
12.70 
13.81 
energy (M'eV) 
neutron 
-42.34 
-37.24 
-36.42 
-31. 39 
-29.45 
-28.52 
-24.92 
-21.44 
-20.87 
-19.52 
-17.91 
-11.06 * 
-10.81* 
-10.52* 
-9.79* 
-9.82* 
-6.29* 
-4.89* 
-5.14* 
-4.24* 
-4.44* 
-4.39* 
1. 97 
2.30 
2.10 
3.15 
5.62 
4.98 
6.52 
5.47 
5.81 
6.26 
7.02 
7.85 
! 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
i 
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Table 5: Parameters of the particle-hole force 
ph-force fi n -fex 0 0 fex 0 f' 0 9o g~ 
ö-force 2.65 -2.45 1.50 I 0.553 0.697 
{ö+1T+p) 1. 95 -1.75 I 1. 50 I 0.1 0.7 
Table 6: Parametrization of the particle-particle (and pairing) force 
! nucl eus hin_hex hex I 0(1) ö(2) i ö (exp) Co G I p p I p I i l (MeV fm 3) ! (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) i (MeV) I I ! 
88sr 2.50 -3.20 386 18 3.48 3.21 ! 3.53a) 
i 
' ) 3.2oa) I 90zr 2.35 -3 .. 008 386 18 3.19 3.15 I 
' 
----
\ l 3.38b) J 146Gd 2.60 -3.328 386 19 3.35 3.41 -~--
I 
' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
orbit a 
lsl/2 
1P9f2 
lpl/2 
ld 512 
1d3/2 
2s l/2 
lf7 /2 
1f 5/2 
2P3/2 
2pl/2 
lg9/2 
2d5/2 
3s l/2 
lg7/2 
lh 11/2 
2d3/2 
2f7/2 
3P3J2 
3p 1/2 
2f5/2 
4s 1/2 
li13/2 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
i 
' 
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Table 7: BCS-solution for proton states in 88sr 
E:(sp)a (MeV) 
-35.90 
-29.93 
-28.35 
-23.05 
-19.60 
-19.01 
-15.45 
-10.25 
-9.66 
-
8.22 
-7.26 
-1.63 
0.57 
1.09 
1. 42 
1. 69 
6.38 
7.25 
8.16 
9.88 
10.41 
10.45 
-. _j 
€( ) (MeV) 
. qp a 
I 
-35.93 
-29.98 
-28.41 
-23.15 
-19.72 
I -19.14 
I 
I 
I 
-15.68 I 
f 
-11.07 
' 
-10.64 
-7.16 
-6.49 
-1.51 
0.64 
1. 24 
1. 56 
1. 77 
6.41 
7.26 
8.17 
9. 89 
10.42 
10.52 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
i 
! 
I 
aa (MeV) 
1.44 
1. 55 
1. 52 
1.66 
1.62 
1.63 
1. 74 
1. 70 
1. 57 
1. 59 
1. 76 
1. 33 
1.11 
1. 71 
1. 71 
1.31 
0.97 
0.64 
0.54 
0.71 
0.30 
1. 55 
! v2 a 
0.9993 
0.9986 
0.9985 
0.9966 
0.9944 
0.9937 
0.9833 
0.8121 
0.7188 
0.3039 
0.1600 
0.0082 
0.0034 
0. 0072 
0.0067 
0.0038 
o. 0010 
0.0004 
0.0003 
0.0004 
0.0001 
0.0016 
! 
I 
! 
I 
I 
' 
; 
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Table 8: BCS-solution for proton states in 90zr 
orbit a I (MeV) (MeV) v2 I e:(sp )a e:(qp)a Aa (MeV) a 
1s1/2 ' -35.21 -35.24 1.19 0.9995 I 
i I 
1P3/2 ! -29.35 ' ' -29.39 1. 31 I 0.9991 
' I 
1p1/2 : -27.81 -27.85 : 1.28 I 0.9990 I I I I I 
1d5/2 
! I 
-22.57 -22.64 1.42 I 0.9976 
' 1d3/2 -19.19 -19.27 
I 1.38 I I 0.9963 
2s1/2 -18.55 
! 
i 
-18.64 1.38 I 0.9958 
I I 
I I 
lf7 /2 I -15.07 -15.23 i 1. 50 0.9891 I i i 
' I 
lf5/2 -9.89 
: : 
-10.39 1. 45 0.8959 I 
' 
2p3/2 -9.38 -9.92 1. 33 0.8589 
2P1/2 -7.88 -9.36 
i 1.36 0.4546 
I I 
-6 8 I i -.9 6.17 1. 52 0.2202 
2d5/2 -1.34 -1.25 1.13 0.0071 
3s 1/2 0.86 0.91 0.94 0.0028 
197/2 1. 24 1. 36 1.48 0.0063 
1hll/2 1. 61 1. 73 1. 48 0.0058 
2d3/2 1. 93 2.00 1.12 0.0031 
2f7/2 6.61 6.63 0.83 0.0008 
3P3/2 7.51 7.52 0.54 0.0003 
3P1/2 8.42 8.43 0.46 0.0002 
2f 512 10.09 10.10 0.62 
0.0003 
1 i 13/2 10.56 10.61 1. 35 0.0013 
4s1/2 10.66 10.66 0.25 0.0001 
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Table 9: BCS-solution for proton states in 146Gd 
orbit a e:(sp)a (MeV) i e: ( qp )a (MeV) b. (MeV) a v2 a 
1d5/2 -22.06 -22.11 1.43 0.9985 
1d3/2 -20.33 -20.38 1.39 0.9982 
2s1/2 -18.98 -19.04 1. 37 0.9980 
1f7/2 -16.01 -16.10 1. 53 0.9961 
lfs/2 -12.83 -12.94 1.47 0.9935 
2P3j2 -11.90 -12.03 1.43 0.9924 
2p1/2 -10.60 -10.75 1. 43 0.9892 
1g9/2 -9.46 -9.68 1.49 0. 9811 
197/2 -4.70 -5.59 1.54 0.7467 
2d 512 -4.46 -5.36 1.40 0.7068 
1h ll/2 -2.85 -2.01 1.62 0.2424 
3s 1/2 -2.55 -1.93 1.29 0.1485 
2d3/2 -2.30 -1.74 1.41 0.1331 
2f7/2 2.54 2.67 1. 26 0.0094 
1h9/2 4.55 4.70 1. 57 0.0086 
3P3j2 4.65 4.71 1.00 0.0035 
1 i 13/2 4.85 5.00 1. 61 0.0084 
3p1/2 5.69 5.74 0.97 0.0026 
2fs;2 5.80 5.88 1. 24 0.0041 
299/2 9.52 9. 56 1. 00 0.0014 
3d5/2 10.37 10.39 0.60 0.0005 
4s 1/2 10.39 10.40 0.47 0.0003 
3d3/2 11.28 11.29 0.50 0.0003 
1j15/2 12.51 12.58 1. 52 0.0023 
2g7/2 12.70 12.72 o. 77 0.0006 
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Table 10: Excitation energies and transition probabilities of the low-lying 
states in 1 ~~Gct 82 
ma in confi g. 
31 : 1579a) i 1555 24 i 0.363xl06 ; 1Tlh11/2-2ct5}2 
vlhg12-2ct3h 
v2f 712 -3s ih 
v1i 1312 -1hii!2 
I 
32 3423b)! 3561 
I 
· -138 0.212x103 v2f 7 12-3s i{2 
I 
\ 
;v2f 712 -2ctj12 
' 1 1T 1h 11/2 -2d5 /2 
12+ i 1972a) i 1968 4 0.448x104 v2f7 /rlhil/2 
' 1 ! 1T 2d3/2-19-7 /2 
l 1T 35 1/2-2dsh 
(1T2d5/2)-2. 
' 
: o+ 2165ct) · 2524 
. 2 -359 : 0.0117 ( n1h 11/2 )-
2 
. (n1g7/2)-2 
5- 2658a) 2845 -187 
· r 1 2982a) 3379 -397 
4- · 2996c) · 3435 -439 
6- : 3099c) 3468 : -369 
' 
'81 )3183a) 3590 . -407 
' 
• 82 / 3294a) 3672 · -378 
9- ' 3429a) ' 3825 -396 
I 
ilQ+ :3865a)\ 3763 102 l · I 
: ( n2d5/2) -2 
: 0.856x107 · n3s1/2-1gj{2 
n2ct 3{2-2ct5{ 2 
n19]j2-2d5{2 
. "2f 7 /2 -1 h i 1 I 2 
, (n2ct 512 )-2 
' 9 1 
• o. 287x10 i n1h ll/r2d5/2 
v2f 712 -2ct3}z 
12 h 2d-1 0.136x10 .n1 ll/2- 5/2 
6 . -1 
0.890x10 .n1hll/2-2d5/2 
10\ -1 
o. 664x10 : 1r1h 1112 -2ct 512 
I 
0.360x1014 !TI1h11/2-2ct5}2 
\n1hl1/2-19]Jz 
· o. 760x1o13 1 1r1h 11 ; 2 -19]J2 
. I 1 
' i1T1h11/2-2d5;2 
i 15 -1 0.439x10 :1T1h 11 ; 2-1g7/2 
. 2 
0.522x1ol6; (n1hu;2) 
I 
I 
e:2qp! {keV~ 
y 
I 
I : I 
' 342~ 0.7342 i-0.2849 
I ! 
4930 0.3777 l-0.1847 
3500 o. 2903 i-0.1075 
62801 o. 2250 !-0.1204 
I . 
; 3500! o. 8086 I 0. 0161 
; I , 
; 35301 o. 5522 :-0.0055 
: 3428~0.1122 0. 0016 
! l 
i 4230 0. 5340 0.1837 
; 3846· o. 5074 i 0.1338 I , 
: 3349 0. 3752 0. 0785 
' 
: 3070 o. 3463 0. 0546 
3786-0.7006 0.1792 i 
3530 0. 5207 -0.1699 i 
3070 0.5149 -0.1710 
3579 0.4253 0.0665 
3616-0.3796 -0.0694 
' 3300-0.3794 -0.0461 
4230-0.3647 -0.0885 
3070-0.3369 -0.0271 
3428 0.7655 -0.0714; 
I 
3530-0.3798 0.0532 ! 
I 
I 
3428-0.9874 0.0068 . 
. I 
3428 0.9850 -0.0031 
I 
3428-0.9703 0.0064 : 
3428-0.9151 0.0203 1 
3658 0. 4025 0. 0045 I 
3658 o. 9137 '-0. 0073 ! 
3428 o. 4023 -0.0168 : 
3658c0. 9945 O. 05281 
3786·, o. 9912 -o. oo1s I 
I I 
J1T 
2+ 1 
2+ 2 
2+ 3 
2+ 4 
2+ 5 
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Tabl~ 11: Quadrupole vibrational states in 13iGd82 
!Eth (keV)i B-value 
i (O++J1T) I 
i 1968 io.448x1o4 1 
I I I ! 
I 
I 
3161 !0.419x1o2 
I 
3371 •o.183 
3403 o. 614x1o2 
3505 0.462x102 
main config. 
I 
; 
' v2f712-1hiY!2 
1T2d 3 2-1 9]12 I I 
1T3S 112-2dSJ2 
(7r2d5/2)-2 
( 1r2d 512 r 2 
1T3S 112-2ds}2 
( 1T197 12-2d512 )-2 
(1T19712)-2 
(1T1h 1112 )2 
(1T19712)-2 
1T3S 112-2dsh 
(1T19712)-2 
e:2qp (keV) X 
I 
I 4230 I 0.5340 ! ! i 3846 I 0.5074 
3349 0.3752 
3070 0.3463 
3070 -0.9211 
3349 0.2916 
3300 0.7014 
3530 -0.4932 
3786 -0.5300 
3530 0.4852 
3349 0.7531 
3530 i -0.4815 
! 
y l 
I I I 
i 0.1837 
i 
i 0.1338 
0.0785 
0.0546 
0.0296 
0.0168 
j -0.0022 
I 0.0188 
0.0125 
-0.0221 
-0.0286 
-0.0061 
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Table 12: Excitation energies and transition probabilities of the low-lying 
states in 1~ÖNd82 
J'IF main config. 
€2qp X y 
{keV) i {0 +irr) {keV) I ! 
12+ 0.321x104 j {n2d 5; 2 )-2 
I I 1576 2019 -443 2655 !-0. 5465 -0.0437 I 
I I 4230 l-0.4607 I I v2f7 12-1hif12 -0.1533 j 
I 
n2d3{2-197{2 3994 '-o. 4021 I -o. 0996 1 I I 
-o.o444 I I n1g] 12 -2d5!2 2819 l-0. 3230 I ! I I I I I I 
0.140x106 n1h11/2-2dsJ2 
I ! (r) 2084 2501 -417 3515 1-0.7173 0.1032 I 
I v2f 7 12 -3s1}2 
I I 
3500 i-0.3083 0. 0480 ) 
I I 
( 4 +): o.555x107 I n1g772-2ds72 I 2100 2329 -229 2819: 0.5614 o.o416 1 
I i (n2d5;2)-2 2655 j 0. 5354 0. 0219 ! 
! 
(6+): 2210 2509 -299 10i -1 -1 2819 ~-0. 9223 -0.0287 0.585x10 i n197;2-2d5/2 
j I 
i (n197j2)-2 2983 :-0. 2249 ! -0.0130 
I 
fo+ (n2d5;2)-2 2655 '-0. 6230 ! 2217 : 2492 -275 0.176 0. 2227 i 
(n1hu;2)2 
I 
4375 I 0. 6138 -0.1174: 
i (n1g7/2)-2 I o. 2283 i 2983 ;-o. 5675 
;2+ -467 2 I ) -2 2655 : 0. 7670 -0.0358 ! 2385 2852 0. 852x10 i ( n2d5/2 l I 
1 1 (n1g7/2)-2 2983 '-0. 4526 -0.0017 • 
I I i I 1 -1 2d-1 2819 j-0. 3833 -0.0062 i i 1T 97 ;z- 5/2 
!2+ 2937 -354 2 I -1 2d-1 2819 1-0.7697 0.0140 2583 0.677x10 n1g7/2- 5/2 
I (nlg7/2)-2 I 2983: 0.6233 i -0.0163 j 
I 
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Table 13: Excitation ener9ies and transition probabilities of the low-lyin9 
t . 144s sta es 1n 62 m82 
f 1T • I I E B l I J : Eexp ! Eth I Eexp- th -va ue e:2qp 
i . (keV) (keV) · (keV) j (O++Jn) (keV) 
1 
main config. X y 
II ~----~----~----~------~~------~--~-----------------1, 
- ) i 4 1 
:2+: 1660a 1998: -338 ; 0.388x10 v2f7{2-1hi1;2 4230 0.5041 0.1699 J 
: r ' 1810a) ' 2021 -211 : 0. 228x106 : 
: I 
1 
4+ • 2190a) 2399 -209 i 0. 7llx107 : 
: 
, 6+ : 2323a) i 2703 -383 
1 
0. 593x103 : 
I 
I 
I : 2 
;2+ 2424a) 2989 -565 :0. 923x10 
o+ 2479a) 2507 -28 0.069 
) ' 6 4+ 2588a 2938 -350 0.221x10 
2+ 280oa) 3134 -334 :o.604x1o2 i 
5- 2824b) 3002 
-178 '0.189x109 . 
n2d~;2-19~l2 3903 0.4651 0.1180 ! 
(n2d 5; 2)-2 2822 0.4553 0.0513 : 
n3s1;2-2d5J2 3419 0.3406 0.0672 
0.1835 
0.0733 
n1h11/2-2d5J2 3444 -0.7202 
v2f7;2-3si}2 3500 -0.2888 
1 -1 2d-1 n 97 ;r 5/2 
(n2ct512 )-2 
n3s 1;2-19]J2 
1 -1 2d-1 1T 97/2- 5/2 
(n197 /2) -2 
( 1T 2d5/2) -2 
n3s 112 -2d5}2 
(n197;2)-2 
1 -1 2d-1 1T 97/2- 5/2 
(n1hu;2)2 
( 1T 2d 5/2 ) -2 
(n197;2)-2 
(n2d 512 r 2 
1 -1 2d-1 1T 97/2- 5/2 
1 -1 2d-1 1T 97;2- 5/2 
(n1g7/2)-2 
1T 1h 11/2 -2d5h 
v2f 712 -2d3}2 
3024 -0.4866 -0.0453 
2822 -0.4591 -0.0252 
3620 : 0. 3487 o. 0583 
3024 -0.9182 -0.0286 ' 
3226 -0.2028 -0.0125 
2822 -0.8675 0.0372 
3419 0.2506 ' 0.0207 
' 3226 0. 2460 o. 0087 
3024 0.2424 -0.0010 
4065 -0.6591 0.1467 
2822 0.5727 -0.1994 
3226 0.5477 -0.2005 
2822 0.8714 -0.0225 
3024 -0.3741 -0.0012 
3024 0.8485 -0.0139 
3226 -0.4830 0.0097 
3444 0.8009 -0.0498 
3530 -0.3407 0.0398 
:4+ 2887a) 3183 
-299 0.369x106 1 -1 2d-1 1T 97;2- 5/2 3024 -0.6857 ' 0. 0179 
3226 0.6297 -0.0031 
I 
:r 3136b) 3394 
:8- 3376b) 3594 
9- 346lb) 3803 
-274 
-214 
-343 
0.127x1o12: 
I 
o. 290x1o14: 
(n1g7/2)-2 
n1hu/2-2d5J2 
n1hu/2-2d5{2 
n1h 1l/2 -1gj 12 
n1hu;2-19j}2 
3444 -0.9872 0.0065 
3444 -0.8694 0.0176 
3645 0.4934 0.0035 
3645 0.9947 -0.0519 
. I 
l.OOxl0 13 I n1hu/2-2dsh 3444 1-0,8680 · 3- · 3518b) 3663 -143 0.0074 
n1h11/2-19]J2 3645 -0.4933 
1 
------------------ l_ ____ __. --- --------- ·---- --------------
0.0179 
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Table 14: Excitation energies and transition probabilities of the low-lying 
states in 1 ~~DY82 
Jn !E a) Eth Eexp-Ett B-value main config. e:2qp I X I y I exp i l (keV) (keV) (keV) (O++Jn) (keV )l ! 
! : ' I 
2+ ' 1678 1919 -241 0.497x104 v2f7;2-1hit;2 
: i 
i I 423o ;-o. 5468 1 -o.1943 I 
n2d3;2-1g7{2 ' 3831 i-0.5199 -0.1455 
I I 
l n3s 112 -2d5/2 3343j-0.3780 -0.0862 l I (n1h 1112 )2 
I 
I 
i 3564 i -o. 2693 1 -0.1056 
I ' 10. 295x106 11' 1h 11/2-2d5J2 34791-o. 71561 o. 22961 p- 1688 1798 -110 I 
l 35oo 1-o. 2937 I o. o9o61 I I v2f 712 -3s i}2 I I I I !5- 2349·2816 -467 Jo.191x109 n1h 1112 -2d5}2 I 3479 i o. 6353 1 -o. o611 I ) I I 
n 1h 1112 -3s 112 3428j-o. 3983 ' I I i 0.0270 I i i 
14+ 
I io. 933x107 n3s 1/2-197{2 
I I 
2428;2514 -86 I 3591 1 o.4585 0.0705 ! ! 
' I I I : ' 3583 j-0.4156 -0.0758, 
' i n2d 3; 2-2d5{2 i I I I I I 4230 1-0.3834 -0. 0897! I v2f 712 -1hil/2 ! I ! I ! I (n1hll/2)2 I -0. 0638i I I 3564 i-0.3058 I I 
I I 
' ' 
;o. 719x1o10 1 - 1 2d-1 3641 -0.7528 -0.0351: n 97Jr 5/2 
i I I 2 3564 -0.4916 -0. 0277i 
lo.J53x!012 1 
{n1h 11; 2) 
1f 1h 11/2 -2d5}2 3479 -0.9832 o. 00691 
I 
' n1h n;r2d3/2 3669 0.1197 -0. 0066j 
o.379x1o13 2 3564 -0.9848 I (1T1h 1112 ) -0.00101 
0.606x1o16 2 3564 (1T1hll/2) -0.00231 
:6+ 2733.3227 -494 
i 
i ir 2739·3428 -689 
I 
: 
8+ 2834,3495 -661 
10+ 2920,3546 -626 
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Table 15: Excitation energies and transition probabilities of the low-lying 
t · 150E sta es 1n 68 r 82 
i 1579 · 1868 -289 0.529x104 
(3-) 1786 :2060 -274 0.244x106 
I 
(5-) I 2261 2724: -463 0.866x108 
' i 
2621 3247 • -626 : o. 498x1o10 
I 
f 
main config. 
v2f 7/2 -1h if/2 
11"2d 3/2 -1gj}2 
11"3s 11 r2d5}2 
11"2d3;2-3s1/2 
(lr1hu12 )
2 
11" 1h ll/2 -2d5J2 
v2f 7 ; 2 -3s ih 
1r 1h ll 12 -3s 1{2 
11" 1h ll/2 -2d5!2 
(lr1h 1112 )
2 
1 -1 2 -1 1r 97 ;r d5/2 
:(r) 2633 3383 -750 : o.167x1o 12 11"1hu;2-2d 312 
i(8+) , 2734 3343. -609 i o.420x1o13 (1r1hll/2)2 
j(lo+). 2792 3396 -599 0.675x1o16 (1r1hll/2)2 
€2qp 
(keV) 
X 
4230 • 0. 5461 
3857 . 0. 5081 
3397 ' 0. 3549 
' 3231 o. 3240 
3410 : 0.3173 
3588 -0.6925 
3500 -0.3068 
I y 
I 
0.20091 
I 0.15201' 
0.0889 
0.07281 
0.1134! 
I 0. 1816 i 
! 
0.0764 
3219 -0.6413 0.0411 
3588 ' 0.4213 -0.0470 
3410 -0.9209 -0.0123 
4023 -0.2444 -0.0317 
3422 -0.9801 0.0186 i 
3410 ~0.9855 -0.0006 
3410 . 0. 99ll -0.0030 
i 
i 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Figure 1: Occupation probabilities for a) a system of independent particles; 
b) a system of independent quasiparticles. The action of the pair-
ing correlations permits that some of the particles are excited 
from the occupied single-particle levels to the unoccupied ones and 
gives rise to a smeared out particle distribution. 
Figure 2: Graphical representation of the perturbative expansion (8.7) of the 
generalized Green's functions using the usual Feynman rules. 
Figure 3: Graphical representation of the matrix elements of the particle-
particle interaction F~~yo' of the direct matrix elements of the 
particle-hole Fpahßy~ and of the exchange ones Fph exch which enter 
u aßyo ' 
in equations (8.10). 
Figure 4: In the left part of the figure we draw the proton single-particle 
energies obtained from the Woods-Saxon diagonalization for 88sr. In 
the middle the corresponding quasiparticle energies e (see cap-qp 
tion of Table 7) obtained after the solution of the BCS-equations 
and to the right the experimental energies taken from (Isa82). 
Figure 5: The same as in Fig. 4 for 90zr. The experimental values are taken 
from (Wap77,Isa82). 
Figure 6: The same as in Fig. 4 for 146Gd. The experimental values are taken 
from (Klz79). 
Figure 7: Experimental low-energy level schemes of the four odd-even nuclei 
araund l~~Gd82 • The data are taken respectively from: 
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(Wil71,Led82) for 1 ~~Eu, 
(Brd79,Nag81) for 1 ~~Tb, 
(Pak82) for l~~Gd and 
(Klz79,Klz82,Pii82) for 1 ~~Gd. 
The predominantly single-particle levels are labelled. In 147Tb, 
the position of the h1112 single-particle state relative to the 
four positive parity levels shown is not known in detail, but is 
assumed to be within about +200 keV of the 1/2+ state. 
Figure 8: Experimental and theoretical level schemes of the nucleus 1 ~~Gda2 
up to ~ 4 MeV. The second level scheme is calculated in the frame-
work of the QRPA-theory using in addition to a density-dependent 
zero-range force the contribution of the one-pion and one-rho ex-
change potential. For the experimental references see caption to 
Table 10. 
Figure 9: Quasiparticle energies E and occupation probabilities v2, obtained 
solving the BCS-equations (2.6) and (2.7) using a realistic pairing 
force Fpair (see section 3.3) for the N=82 isotones with 60~Z~68. 
The results are given for the proton orbits of the N=4 major shell. 
The energies are given in MeV and the occupation probabilities are 
dimensionless. 
Figure 10: Comparison between the experimental (dashed line) and the calcu-
lated (full line) excitation energies for the even-even nuclei 
142Nd, 144sm, 146Gd, 148oy and 150Er. For the experimental refer-
ences see the captions to Tables 10, 12, 13, 14 and 15. All the 
measured levels up to about 4 MeV are represented. 
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Figure 11: Proton and neutron levels for 146Gd near the Fermi surface (for 
protons see Table 9 and for neutrons Table 4). The dashed line in-
dicates the Fermi surface, which for protons is smeared out due to 
the pairing correlations. The full and empty circles represent a 
particle-hole-like and the two half-full circles a quasiparticle-
like excitation. 
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